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its crisp phrases and the dazzling cheerfulness of all its
chords, the eager rush of its runs ; indeed, all that
makes the piece, musically and technically, would bring
before the mind, if not a hunting scene exactly, at least
some cheerful aspect of nature or social festivity. The
jollysong of the hunters, the cheerful notes of the horn,
the pictures of wild nature touched with mountain
breezes, and the ruddy dawn, are all depicted in this
musio ; and at the last entrance of the theme, in the left
hand, the prolonged crystal shower of notes in the right
hand vividly suggests a mountain waterfall. No. 8 in
Book 2 of the “ Songs Without Words ” can scarcely
be regarded ns so definitely pictorial. It is, however,
musically, of equal beauty. No. 4 in Boot 8 is some-
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THE RUBATO TEMPO II HARD PLAYJSCi,
We read that Mendelssolm loved strict time. He was
a purist 'He was little short of a bigot, and scarcely
allowed those slackenings which coma at the “dying
fall” of a strain. He used to say, “Strict time is so
pretty.”
The influence of Chopin and Schumann, pins that of
t, has made all oaf pianists so impulsive and capri-
cious, t^at one would say they fancied the rhythm to be
made of soft rubber, stretchable to a limitless degree.
The true idea of rubato may be -put in a nutshell.
Rubato means robbed or stolen, bat the laws of musical
ethics are as strict as the moral 'decalogue. Where any-
thing is stolen, there rihgrt be exact restitution. The
measures of a movement most run like a through ex-
press train, in a definite amount of time. v/here there is
a loss by ritetdsndo, there must be an exact compensa-
tion of accelerando, and the special place to put these
counterbalances, or time checks, the nature df|he music,
especially its melodic value and quality, must determine,
and the performer’s heart and fancy must sit in judg-
ment. *
N© more vulgar or sickening error is, rife among plan-'
ists than the habit of playing the triplet accompaniment
in the famous Adagio of the “ Moonlight Sonata,” with
a fitful, jerking irregularity in each triplet, almost as
much as if it were written a dotted 8th, 16th and 8th.
This way of giving rubato to the triplet in the “ Moon-
light Sonata” is execrable, and though a . trifling error
apparently, it is like the dead fly which spoils the pot of
ointment
Chopin’s music every one knows, mast be made
rubato throughout, but that does not mean distorted.
Chopin’s deviations from strict beating are no more than
the undulating carves of the leafy streamers which the
.. willow tree allows to float against the breath of the wind.
Chopin’s runs and roulades must always begin Blowly,
thicken toward the middle. into a hurrying, buzzing, sil-
very swirl, then rit&rd and grow distinct, like the last
drops of a shower.
Beethoven and Schumann are generally classed as
strict write** ; that is, their music is made in very defi-
nite outlines, and is supposed to require very exact
rhythm. Bat this is only true in a measure. The latter
sonatas of Beethoven show a decided tendency toward
tire free style of a- fantasia, and the tempo most fire-
quently be varied.
- Schumann’s music is always in short, choppy waves of
emotion. It mart not be played with that sinuous rubato
of Chopin, hot there mart be a certain kind of impulse
and dash abort all the phrases, except where they are
There is no reason why you should find the minor
scale more mysterious or difficult than its brother, the
major. A scale is simply a series of loses of a definite
number and of definite distances. These must be
memorized exactly as you leara the forma in a language.
There is one difference, however, which is radical, that
in music we learn not by memory merely, hut beginning
with .the simplest ideal, we form them, by certain easily-
explained laws of mathematics, into more and more com-
plex groups. It is a kind of audible geometiy or spirit-
ual crystallization. There is no reason why the minor
scale should not be as easily grasped as the major. It
does, it is true, have a more irregular outline, having
three small steps instead ©f two, and on© very large step,
but when this is well fixed in the mind, the scale is as
logical, as reasonable, as beautiful as the corresponding
m^jor scale.
A teacher should Impress the major and minor scales
not only with equal distinctness upon the mind, but, at
the same lira®, or, at least, in alternate lessons.. One
very simple and obvious reason for the usefulness of such
a practice is the fact that more than.' half of the best
music and most serious inspiration Is expressed in minor
keys. Compare, for a moment, the sonatas of Beethoven,
and you will find how true is this remark. A recent
theorist hte said that the minor scale arose from a
blundering attempt ^to reconstruct one of the Greek
model. If it was a' blander, it certainly is a beautiful
blander, and one that w© do net wish to see discarded,
east as rubbish among the effete trumperies of the past.
If the minor scale be a thing spurious, if it be a blunder,
it is like the pearl, which may be the disease of the
oyster, but is, nevertheless, its chief beauty.
COLLATERAL FAIOIES.
Much florid poetising about piano-forts music hug been
indalged sis by litterateurs with a smattering of magic, and
by musicians with a smattering ©f literature. It is easy
to write a vast deal of fustian and nonsense in this vein.
Perhaps no due has so perfectly combined imaginative
similes with technical knowledge as did Hector Berlioz,
no one has written such idealissed fancies about music as
Ells® Polko. A student off the pianoforte should, beyond
doubt, strive, as far as pdsgible, to fix in his mind
pictures or coherent thread? as illustrations
of the pieces under his fingers. One may not alimys
hit correctly the picture in the composer’s mind, unless
there be mim deieriptive title or anecdofeVwhich may
serve as a key. There are other compositions, however,
where the picture is too vivid to be seriously mistaken.
For instance, the third of Mendelssohn’s “ Songs With-
NO. 3-
times called “ Spinning Song,” and sometimes “Bee’s
Wedding,” but either title would fit it equally well.
All of Mendelssohn’s barcaroles, m boat songs, are
vividly realistic, yet within certain chaste limits of most
perfect idealism.' No composer has written music more
purely musical, though mmj have written more stirring,
passionate music than Mendelssohn. As the frsk
mountain air to the jaded devotee of city fashion, so is
the sweet, pur© music of Mendelssolm crystalline, direct,
natural to our musical debauchees, who find nothing
less stringent than the major seventh at all rousing to
their fatigued palates.
TALEHT AH 1¥T1LLI§ES0E CONTRASTED*
A teaches may often, with valuable results, appeal to
the poetic fancies of his student. Especially Is this the
case if the papil be somewhat defective in that distinctly
musical susceptibility which is, perhaps, partly a gift of
blood. We have all known pupils so sensitive to the mere
thrill ©f euphonious sound, that as JEolian harp would
be their just symbol. There are pupils who feel so
Instinctively the transcendent meanings of music, the
heart beat of emotion, that to them explanatory pictures
ar© almost an offence, and are certainly an impertinence.
But such ar© rare. The vast number are affected more
indirectly than directly by music, and particularly is this
the case with pupils ia whom the intelligent faculties ar©
more alert and more developed than the mere animal
and mechanical faculties. Thus, if * pupil studying the
piano-forte happens to possess soma taste for literature,
or some knowledge of painting, it would be well to rein-
force the Ibeslfcr of the most recondite mnsis by explain-
ing fully, though always with accuracy, the collateral
meanings of compositions. Thus, the well-known Pre-
lude, in D fiat, of Chopin, with Its incessant rain-like
dripping of the monotonous A Hat, may be supposed to
represent soma gloomy and weird picture. By some it
is mid he meant the drip of the rain on a metal roof
near Ms feed-efa&mber^indow on® night, when he tossed
restlessly as a guest in a monastery. That the gloomy,
antique ehortfe in the tonic'minor painted a midnight pro-
cession of monks. Others say that in this sompoatioa
he intended to represent the corpae of a drowned friend,
with the water dripping from the garments. The former
picture, whether historically authentic or not, is more
agreeable sad apposite to the music, but either would
serve to impart that slight spar to the appreciative imag-
ination which would lighten fee task of technical con-
quest and we the heart into an interpretive mobd.
'Certain-it is, that unless the pianist himself enjoys his
playing, the hearer e»aa©fc possibly enjoy it. * Only that
performance which come® straight from the heart can
ever reach the heart, and while the collateral fancies or
4:2 THE ETUDE
era ta ^ate.
BT W. 8. B. MATHSWS.
TONIC SOL-FA,
As the following is of general interest, I take it for
openingihe present session.
Dear Sir:-—
I
desire year opinion as a magician upon
a subject which I deem of infinite importance to music,
and that is the reformation of our system of notation, so
far as vocal anisic is concerned. The points that I raise
ar« the following :
—
There is not in all mnsic one idea in rhythm that may
not find adequate means of expression in one of four
kinds of measures, namely: two-four, three-four, six-
eight or nine-eight
;
yet there are at least four times that
number in common use, and the most improved series of
text books, prepared for use in public schools, treats
with the utmost gravity, and with painful minuteness, of
every one of them. Does not the cause of musical edu-
cation suffer thereby?
It is not necessary that more than the relation oftones
should appear from the notation of vocal music, hence
the key of C is the only one required. As the .vast
majority of modulations'and changes of key are either to
the dominant or sub-dominant, the mental strain occa-
sioned by thinking the tone through which the change is
effected into its proper relation, if guided by the notation,
would soon cease to be effective. The following will
illustrate my meaning clearly enough :—
[Here follows a line of music type in the key of C, not
necessary to give.]
The idea is to always preserve the same relations be-
tween the staff and the tone names, do, re, mi, etc. It
is, in effect, making use of the 11 bridge tone” of the
tonic sol-fa system, and all that is necessary to enable
the singer to render the most difficult passages, without
confusion of ideas and the long list of vocal ills that re-
sult therefrom, is the ability to think in the tone lan-
guage do, re, mi. etc. The vocal instilment is not sub-
ject to the conditions that govern the violin or flute, and
in my opinion it is high time that vocal music should
be' delivered from the thraldom of a notation adapted
solely to the requirements of mechanical instruments.
I am aware that many tons. of music plates would be
rendered valueless if the innovations I speak of were to
be made
;
but I would submit to that very cheerfully,
having ao interest in them, if the people could be taught
to sing.
My object in asking for an expression of opinion from
you, and other prominent musicians whom I shall
address upon the subject, is that I may quote you and
them in s' series of magazine articles which I am prepar-
ing. Hoping you will deem the subject of sufficient im-
portance to warrant your attention, I am,
Very respectfully, years,
E- L. B.
I have no hesitation in characterizing the proposed im-
provement as extremely foolish, and as not meeting the
case in the slightest degree, while ifintroduced it would
necessarily militate perceptibly against the success of
the pupils in their studies in instrumental music which
the most of them are sure to make sooqer or later. The
time analysis above is not at all radical. The tonic sol-
fa with its “ two pulse,” “ three pulse ” and “ six pulse”
measure, is upon radical ground. The expressions two-
four, etc., are all wrong. In short, any proposition to
modify the usual meaning of the staff during the early
studies is futile, because it necessarily- creates more
trouble later than it removes at the out-set. .The nota-
tion of the tonic sol-fa is simplicity itself, and it is per-
fectly.jpssy to sing from or play from when one is able to
think music in key. It therefore possesses all the ad-
vantages that the system above proposed would possess,
except that of affording a picture of the ups and dowas
of the melody
;
while it also has other advantages pecu-
liar to itself. A proposition to employ a etas' of four
lines, or possibly five lines, without a clef, might be
worth taking into account.
I have also been asked to explain the tonic sol-fa sys-
tem in The Etude. This is rather too large a question,
but perhaps the following will answer the purpose : In
the first place I wonld have you observe that the tonic
sol-fa consists 6f three elements, which should be kept
separate in mind. The first is the notation, which con-
shits of the Initials of the sol-fa names, using “te” in
place of “ si,” in order to avoid ambiguity of two “ s’s ”
in the notation. The time pulses are represented by
equal spaces, a bar at beginning of measure, a colon at
beginning of each separate beat. A tone is to be pro
long*d/1htt»agh as many beats as the dash' is repeated.
Thus, a melody in three-pnise notes would be written as
follows :
—
Key ofQ :
[d :— r t— m etc.
Two notes in the same pulse, thus ;
[d r : m r] d r : m r] d
These signs are equally valid for all keys, the key se-
lected being named at the beginning. When a modula-
tion takes place in the course ofa period, the note where
the change takes place is doubled, the first letter being
that of the old name, the latter that of the new one.
Thus, whenever sol of the old key becomes do of the new
on#, without interrupting the movement, the printed ini-
tial is do, which is sung “ di soh,” the tone formerly do
’becoming sol
;
when the return is made to the original
key, the process is reversed. There is also a simple ap-
paratus of time- names, by the aid of which all the funda-
mental rhythms can be scanned and placed in their true
relation to the measure.
The current impression of the average American writer
upon- this subject, that the main feature of the tonic
sol-fa system is the simple notation, leaves entirely out of
the question two other elements, which are, if possible,
even more important. The first of these omitted ele-
ments is the method of instruction, or of cultivating the
ear, invented, systematized and perfected by the tonic sol-
fa teachers. . They have the only system of training the ear
to a cognition of musical Impressions according to their
real nature, possessed by any body of elementary teach-
ers. At the outset they were driven to this, because this
system was applied to extremely poor material—children
of parents who had never had musical training, and who
had never been subjected to the influences of musical
impressions of the higher kind. Moreover, the tonic
sol-fa notation does not afford the eye or the imagination
the slightest assistance in the way of presenting a sug-
gestion or a picture of the movement of a melody in
pitch; and unless the singer has the idea of k£y relation-
ship within him to such an extent that Immediately the
tone is named he is .able to realise its effect in key, he
cannot sing from this notation with any success whatever;
hence it is the main merit of this system that it is a
method of teaching musical relations and effects of every
sort which enter into singing, and not a system of teach-
ing musical notation
;
the notation is so easy here that it
presents no difficulty whatever when once the inner
something signified by it has been mastered
;
everything
turns on this inner work of the teaching. It is this ele-
ment of the tonic sol-fa system which has enabled the
disciples of that school in England to go' on so much
mpre readily toward the higher music than our singers
in this country have been able to do. It lias also enabled
them, to make much finer progress in singing without
accompaniment than has been done in this country out-
side of two or three ofthe largest cities.
In the beginning, the tonic sol-fa movement was in-
tended for the use of the lower classes, and it is among
them that it has had its greatest successes, bat it has
made its way upward through a sort of survival of the
fittest, as any one can learn from the pamphlets of the
tonic sol-fa agency
;
hence they have attempted to carry
the system out to its logical development, extending their
analysis of the perceptions entering into the higher kinds
of music, and have, thereby laid the profession of music
teaching nuder an important obligation. A significant
sign of the thoroughness of this movement is seen in the
fact that tea years, before Helmholtz’s great book ©n
“ Tone Perceptions ” was rendered accessible to English
readers, Mr. Curwen had embodied the essential parts
of it in his “Musical Statics,” which is the most com-
plete small work upon the actual facts of tone combine
tions for musical purposes that I have ever seen. It is
simple, orderly, and thorough, and contains within itself
the materia! for the sensational side of a system of musi-
cal aesthetics, adequate to the appreciation of the best
music of the greatest masters.
The third element in the tonic sol-fa movement is the
system of graded certificates, open to any one upon pay-
ment of ,e small fee, whereby attainments can be duly
competently ascertained and duly certificated by the
Tonic Sol-Fa College, an examining body.
Concerning the proper method of relating this system
to our American musical ideas, and our almost univer-
sal habit of studying instrumental music, I shall have
something to say in an ensuing number of The Etude.
Meanwhile, the tonic sol-fit has to pray to be delivered
from its friends, as well as from its ignorant enemies.
While the one claim too much for it, the others deny
the plainest facts concerning it, and this in the face of
ample testimony.
CONCEIT AND TASTE.
I have a pupil who lias been taking music several
years. While she plays nicely, her knowledge of music is
very limited. She has finished Heller’s Rythm and Ex-
pression, Book 1, Opus 47. She learns readily, but lacks
everything essential to a good musician. W hat studies
would yon recommend to her? Her greatest fault is
conceit.
Another pupil finds music very distasteful. While
teaching her music, I am trying to create in her a taste
for it. She hasjusfc finished Richard’s “ Juanita,” which
she does not play well. What piece would you recom-
mend for her? Something she may like and which at
the same time will improve her taste. J. C.
The above account of a pupil seems to me rather con-
tradictory, inasmuch as It says that a pupil • lacking
“ every essential for a musician,” learns easily and plays
“nicely.” I do not remember to have met such a case
in all my experience. In fact, a pupil lacking every
essential of a musician I have yet to see, although I do
remember to have nearly seen such a one formerly.
How is it possible to “ play nicely ” and “ learn easily,”
and at the same time “ lack every essential of a musi-
cian? ” What is it that is wrong ? Ia it touch, or time,
or flexibility, or taste? You must be more definite.
Meanwhile, try the studies in my book of phrasing. Some
of them, she will already have had in Heller, but others
will be new. Try the Moszkowski Serenata, which closes
the book. It is a charming piece. Of course, I have no
[
means of knowing how accurately you gauge your public,
but the chances are that a more modern style of pieces
would please your pupils -better. It often happens that
pupils are quite in sympathy with their own generation
in music, whild the teacher is longing for the “former
pays, which were sd much better than these days,” to
use the expression of it qnuch older writer than I am.
As to th|| fault of conceit, it is not infrequently the con-
comitant of talent, though by no means always so.
.When pupils are capable of doing it thing considerably
better than the lesson contains—a noffuqusual state of
things with talented pupils—they are very aptxto have a
certain self-satisfied air that would be amusing ifi^were
not so exasperating. Occasionally, however, the appa-
rent conceit is merely the satisfaction due to lack of
realisation of faults in their own playing. Of course it is
not necessary to tell you that It is one of the first signs of
a progress about to begin, that the pupil falls into s state
of discouragement. This always happens as soon as the
real Inner ideal of the music as it should be is compared
with their own actual performance of it. The first step,
therefore, is to lead the pupil to realize how the music
under practice ought to sound. When this idea is taken
in, then follows a careful and just, bat merciless, criticism
of the playing as it is, showing, point by point, where
there, are inaccuracies, positive misrepresentations, and
failures to produce effects. Then follows discourage-
ment, soon to give place to a real sense of progress, as
the. playing succeeds in mojre perfectly reproducing the*
author’s intention.- Conceit in general is not inconsist-
ent with Iras modesty in
.
music. Conceit is a quality
due to ignorance, coupled with a sense of possessing
powers capable of more complete exercise. Of coarse,
if a pupil is in a general state of conceit, it is absolutely
necessary to take it out of him by measuring him up/
against the trne conception of the things he pretends to
play or to understand. .No matter how talented a pupil
may be, there is always something that he cannot do, and
something, moreover, which he would be very glad if he
could do
;
find this thing, and crowd it home npon him.
With respect to this latter case, I would recommend
yon not to be too much, in a hurry to improve her taste.
Find something that it wonld please her to be able to.
play, no matter how easy or how trashy it may appear to
you. Have her play it, and play it well. Then find
something else that she wishes to play, and go on in the
(HADED LIST OP PIANO-FOBTE MUSIC,
SELECTED BY DE. H. H. HAAS.
For pupils who are (after haying mastered the rudi-
ments of music)
—
I. Beginning e * ja cla88leal for
II. Adtancwg rhythm and expression. -
III Finishing ®* f.
iece«
l
Qt tke drawing-room or pub-
J lie performance.
(Those marked with * specially raeoiamended.) 4
I. Begihking, («) Classical.
Beethoven
:
Kleinere Stuecke, Serie XVIII—Adieu an
. Piano,* Sehnsuefats, Schmerzen, u. Hoffcang’ s-walzer,
Albamblatt Faer Elise.*
Chnmrdi
:
Sonatinen ops. 86, 87, 88.* '»
'
Diab&tli
:
Golden Youth op. 153.
Haendd Nine emj pieces (arranged by Thomas).
IT JS . 63 * / J tIF . * \ 7Haydn
:
Six numbers (arranged by Weiss).
Better
:
Petite Tarantelle, Curious Story, II Penseroso.*
Lichner : Trois Sonatas op. 49,* Pretty Flowers, several
numbers op. lllfS twelve easy character pieces.*
Ltmehhom
;
Sonatinen.
Lange
:
Sonatinen.
Mozart Menuet from Symphony in Ei> *.
Ferdoal
:
>
Easy classics, six numbers (Haydn, Ilaendei,
etr.) * « if obtainable, with German fing.) (In London,
at Ashdown & Perry’s, English fing.)
Cmien ; Maibluemchen, several numbers.
Spindler
:
Field Flowers, several numbers.
ttllak: 1
Streabbog
Rommel
B. Tours
Easy Duets.
BEGumrea, (6) drawing-room piecbb.
TH V* E T tr
mtm way. Thus, you will soon have a positive appetite
for mask to build upon, and progress will be morn rapid.
Taste is an illustration of the survival of the fittest
;
give
it time, and the better made will wear oht the poorer.
Meanwhile, along with the superficial, piece, selected ex-
pressly because it happened to fit the pupil’s present
state, give something of a finer kind, to be studied as
exercise in expression. Let it sot be a question of
liking or not liking, but merely of ability to produce such
and such effects. Something of a songlike character,
and not too far away from the pupil’s present state. It
often happens in such a ease that by the time the piece
is learned it is also liked. It will facilitate this result,
'
whenever the piece is sufficiently near the pupil’s pres-
ent state, if you make her learn it by heart. In the nu-
merous repetitions rendered necessary, the effects of the
piece and its beauties will grow upon her, and she will
learn to like it. Leybaeh’s ‘ Fifth Nocturne ii a great
piece for this kind of use, Ji&rl Merz’s arrangement of
“ Thou art so near and yet so far ” is another. When
the pupil is very erode, his^waltz “Pearl of the Sea”
will generally strike a good chord. There are a number
of pieces by Lange which can. be used in this way. You
can only find oat good things for this use by experience.
The pieces which all girls like, without having acquired
them as a part of a cult, are the ones which you can use
as instruments for this kind of progress. I would add
that the kind of exercises practiced has a great deal to do
with awakening taste, or with facilitating its awakening.
I have several times spoken in these columns of the ad-
vantages of using Mason’s system of arpeggios and
accented scales for this express purpose. Tbgse exer-
cises sharpen the ' harmonic sense and the sense of
rhythm, and thereby famish a part of the apparatus for
appreciating the better kinds of magic. It is also a
great advantage to use exercises that can be magically
developed, or developed upon quasi-musical grounds,
as distinguished from the merely mechanical and inde-
terminate repetitions incident to the practice of the
usual five-finger exercises. In short,Ja order to awaken
a love of playing, it is necessary to render it interesting.
W. S. % M.
KodMng ; Wasserfahrt, Heitergt Himmel * (good wrist
exercise).
Kuhlau : 8 Rondos fav. op. 109.*
.
Lange
:
Heather Rose,* Alpine Hut.
Lysberg
:
La Ranch des Vaches,* La litbrnmienme.*
Lom
:
Un doux songs, Im Rosenthal.*
Merkel: Fruehlings-botsehaft.
Herder, (Meries ; La Solitude.*
Nddy
:
La voix du del.
Oesten ; Im Kiosk, Yereiden-reigen, Gondeljied.
Packer .* La Tendrggse.
Parlow
:
Enclume (Anvil Polka).*
Lindahl : Midnight Chimes (showy).
Br.Bictmrd,
:
{|;”£r-K“3e, } slw3'-
Reissiger
:
Flowers of Spring.*
Roubier : Marche des Troubadours. Op. 32.
Streaborg
:
Operas “ Martha,” “ Tannh&euser.”*
Seymour Smith
: j ^JV *
^**
* }
(Gavotte forms).
II. ADVANCING. (fl) CLASSICAL.
S, Bach; Sarabande in D (B. Tours). Gavotte No. 1,
in E; No. 2, in B fiat. Deux Bourses (A. Zimmer-
mann).* Gavotte in D (from II.. Violin Son.).*
Lighter compositions (Th. Presser and Kullak).*
, BrueU: 2 Klavierstuecke No. 1. - Gavotte, Op. 4A 7.
B, Tours: Gavotte. Bourse Moderns (a m.), Op. 82.*
Baptist Celebrated Andante (organ arr. for piano,
ason).*
Beethoven Rondo k Capriceio (G. dur. Op. 129).* Two
Rondos Gracioso and Andante Cantabile (Halle). So-
naten : Op. 49, No. 1 and No. 2; Op. 2, Nos. 1, 2, 8;
Op. 7
;
Op. 11, Nos. 1 and 2; Op. 14, No. 2; Op. 31,
Nos. 1 ana 3 (all specially adapted for teaching pupils
of this grade).
dementi .* Six sonatas. Op. 20.
Goldner Gavotte Mignonne.
Gotthardt Gavotte* (first-rate wrist exercise).
:
M- ;
B. Go'dard: Gavotte.
Haberbier
:
Etudes Po&ies, Op. 88, in three books*
(excellent for rhythm and expression).
Better
:
Nuits Blanches, three books, Op. 82* (unsur-
passed for rhythm and expression) 24 preludes, Op.
81, in three books.
Niels Grade: Aquarelles, I and II book* (III B. not
recomm.)
;
Album-leaves, 1, 2, 8 ;* Spring Flowers,
Nos. 2 and 8.*
Bam Buber: Gavotte, Op, 14, No. 1.*
Jadassohn: Scherzo in form of Canon, Op. 36, No.
A. Jensen Wedding Music (E. Lassen).*
Fugue, Op, 78 ; Four pieces, Op. 7.*
Rameau: Gavotte, with Var. (A. Essipoff’s Programs
Gluck Gavotte (A. Essipoff’s Programme).*
Fanny Eemel
;
Chanson saas Paroles.M
Moszkow,>$ki
;
In tempo di Minuetto, No.
II. ABVASCIMG, (b) fi%.WIMG-B001
Baraiel : Album leaf, Pehs6e Fugitive.
d icm- . I.e :: (^roocl
eises)
;
Chanson du bon vieux temps.
Bendel: Tacontala (showy).
Boscorntz : Chant da Matin
;
lies Grelots.
BurgmwMer
:
Le Carilloneur de Bruges (shoJtturgmueuer : ie u nuoneu a o nowy
Clark-Scotson
:
Mazurka, A moll (a Gaillard).
Chapin; His Vaises, Isis Mazurkas (Kullak)
;
),Op.l0S
Mazurka
E
isthume (Edition B in fiats, Vienne chez Gotthardt); -®
hast du Tombeau, Op. 75 (not Funeral March), arrCh n r.
faislite par Hasert (Leipzig, Volkmar);* Th® Maiden’s6 '
Wish
;
Nocturnos, Op. 82, No*. 1 and 2.
Durand,
:
Annette et Labis, Valse, Op. 83 ; Pomponette.
Delibes, Leo
:
Pizaismti (from Sylvia).,.
Goria
;
Etude de Concert (showy),
GodeJrmd ; Les Tonpira (showy).
Gregh i LeS PhalSnes, Les Bergers, Watteau-
Goitschalk
:
.Danse Ossianisque, Polonia.
^ {SLeeBdTE. 0p- 14 ’ } B«‘»
Gounod : La Colombe,*. Marche funbbre d’un Marion-
ette,* Marche pontificate.*
Heller ; 11 Valse brillante, Op. 43;* Deux valses, Op.
98;* 3 Staendche, Op. 181;* Laendler, Op. 97;*
Paraphrase, Charles VI (Halevy), Op. 48, No, 1 ;*
Lieder of Schubert, 33, 34, 35.*
Hiller
:
Valse expressive, Op. 55
;
Carneval Galop, Op.
888 (very lively)
;
3 Marches.*
lensdt
:
Elegie, Op. 33, a (chantHensel sans paroles). Deux
Romances Russes, No. 1 (a* Miss Block) *, Romance
Basse, Op. 10, Wiegenlied.*
Heinrich Hoffmann: Serenades, Ops. 54, Yol. No.' §,*
Trompeter of Sackkingen, Op. 62, book 1, 2,* Tofane
du Souvenir (exquisitely beautiful),
Louis Erassin
:
Nocturne, Op. 17 (very fin®).
,Richard Hoffmann
:
Dead March from Saul,* 11
Trovatore,* Dinorah.
King Hall
:
Tarantelle Brilliante (showy).
Jungmann Air Boheraien, Basse.
King: Six Russian airs, each number (showy).
Kdierer
:
Cazonetta.
Kontski: Faust Fantasia (very showy).
Lange: La S6daisante, Lichner; Heart’s Wishes.
Lysberg
:
Leg Ondines,* La Trisonnihre.*
Liszt; Wagner’s Elsa’s Dream and Lohengrin’s Reproof,
Spohr’s Song of the Rose, The Nightingale,* Rhap-
Lully Gavotte, in D minor (Thomas’ orchestra).*
Field
,
John; Nocturnos, Nos, 4, S, 9, 18, 17.*
Jerome Hitt
:
Adagio, Op 28. -
Kuhlau Sonatinen.*
Jensen Lieder nnd Taease, Op. 88.
KaXkbrenner : Rondo la Es dor, Op. 82.*
Ilaendei Largo (Mason).*
Hollaender
:
Canzonetta.*
Haydn
:
Sonaten, No. 7, E moll ; Mo, 11, in fl major
;
No. 16, in As dur
;
No. 8, in F dor ; * Phantasie, is
C major.
Mendelssohn: Six X-mas pieces, Op. 72, (fingered, Spei-
del)
;
* Songs without Words (only those that can be
f
ot with good, German fingering)
;
* Trois Fantasies,
tp. 16.*
..
_
Mozart C dur Sonata No. 1:;* Marche Turqne (single).
Rheinberger
:
Etude, Op. 101 ; Scherzi.no, Menuet
UTS TTS Pv M. -
sodie Hongr. (Nfc, 18, Budapesthe).
Moszkowski Op. Sel Mo. 1, Bourr6e ; No. 2, Berceuse
Valse Sentimental®, Op. 36, No. 7 ; Air de ballet. Op
86, Mo. 5 ; Scherzino, Op. 18, No. 2 ; Trois moment
Musiciaux, Op. 7, No. 2 and No. 8 (all recommended)
Dupont
:
Chansons Hongroise (showy).
Moscheles
:
Rondo Expressive (showy).
Pauer
:
La Cascade.*
Ravina Souvenir de Bessie (very showy).
Shad: Grand® Fantasie De Deum (showy).
Schulhoff: La Tournoi,* Cantabile,* Romance anc
Etude,* Airs Bohemians (showy).
Bosellen ; Bichard, Coear de Lion, Op. 41 (showy).
Spindler
:
Thunderstorm (Femes, Gervitto),* Polk*
Brillantd, Wagner’s Spinning-song.*
Raff: Apr^ts le coucher du soleil, Le Fabliau, An Soir
Valse Impromptu, Laendler, Op. 174, No. 6 and i
j (all recommended).
_
Scharwenka Phantasie-stueck,* Polonaise, Op. 42, 1
Staccato Etude, Op. 27, No- 8.*
Louis Schyite Ueber die Steppehin.
Thalberg: Theme and Etude (Concert Studies No. 25)
Le Trills, No. 26, La Babillarde, No. 27, (Tuner).
Ravina : Dmx Morce&ux en style ancien, Andante and
Scherzo.
Silm Gavotte.*
Saint-Sabns Gavotte* (good wrist exercise).
Tridor Sms Sonatine.*
Schubert
;
Moments musicale, two books ;* Andante
from Symphony in C; Mesuetto (Rubinstein); Menuet
Op. 78.
#
‘
-
Schumann
:
Tralimerei and Romanxe—Knight.
Ruprecht : Einder-Stnecke ;* 8 Romanzea, Op. 28.*
A la modo d’uno Marcia*
;
Des abends
;
Anfschwung
;
Warum
;
Jagdiied, Op. 82, No. 8; Nacht-Stuecke,
Op. 28.
B. Tours : Alegretto Grazioso (Dayas).*
Classical transcriptions by Rem Frank ; six numbers
(London, at Cunningham & Boosey’s), English finger-
Mg.
Ddioux : Six fragments (Haydn, Boccherini, Mozart,
etc.), recommended, all but the fingering.
Wider: Morcean de Bal (graceful).
f Galop di Bmvours,
aette.
des i
'
ravonra 1
WeUenhampt:\ Grand Marche Militaire, }-
[ Le M6t6ore Mazeppa.* J
WUsm, Smith { }
^>»ce Caprices.
B. Godard
",
Second Mazurk,* Cavalier Phsuatastic.* 11
Valse, Op. 66.*
Kwast James : Andante and Polonaise, Op. 2 ;* Trois
Nocturnos, Ops. 4 and 1;* Feuillet d’Album, Op. 6.
Rheinberger: La Chasse,* Tociatiaa*
Niels Raynskilde : Gavotte.*
Rtinecke: Machribm ohne W'arte, Op. 166. 2 books.*
B. Godard: Third Valse, Serenade, Op. 71’.*
Gustave Schumann: Malhriben, No. 1.* Ernst and
Seherz,* Trois Mazurkas, Op- 8.*
Alfred Qmtcnfeld: Mazurka. Op- 17*
I
f.
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THE STUDY OF THE PIANO.
STUDENT’S MANUAL.
PRACTICAL COUNSELS.
Bt h. parent.
Tr&ssljttea from the French by M. A. Mersiadt.)
CHAPTER IY. :
There is so close a connection between the
general rules for fingering presented in chapter
III, and the application of these to the exercises
which are the subject of this chapter, that many
of the paragraphs will appear to serve a double
purpose. However, I have deemed it essential
to show, at the same time, the manner of practis-
ing an exercise, and the method of fingering it,
so as not tp oblige the student to keep turning
to Chap. Ill when he is making a special
study of mechanism.
53. Mow should exercises in general be prac-
tised f
Exercises should be practised, observing all
the conditions already shown for obtaining per-
fect articulation of the fingers and a good man-
ner of striking the key, that is to say :
1. Place the hand in a natural position, with
the fingers curved
:
2. Hay slowly
;
3. Put the key completely down
;
4. Strike one note after another regularly and
quickly with a vertical stroke
;
only
-csfise one
finger upon putting down another
,
so that one
tone may succeed another without a break, and
at the same time avoid dragging the fingers on
the preceding notes. These two conditions are
absolutely necessary to obtain at once a neat
and smooth touch.
54. What are the principal exercises to he
practised f
The principal exercises to be practiced are
:
1. Those called five-finger exercises, without
displacement of the hand. ^
2. Exercises with displacement of the hand,
with and without passage of the thumb
;
3. The stales
;
4. The trill
;
5. The held notes, for acquiring independence
of the fingers
;
6. Thirds
;
7. Arpeggios; *
8. Octaves;
9. The changes of hand, repeated notes, sub-
stitutions, dtc., etc.
55. Should exercises be practised with a
metronome f
Sometimes it is well to do so to avoid irregu-
larities in time, and to hold a pupil back who is
inclined to accelerate. But in any case, it would
fee nowise to use it before the fingering is made
sure of, and the striking of the note, as well as
the independence of .the fingers, is quite satis-
factory.
56. Should the exercises be transposed f
Yes; when their context will permit. This
is useful, first, because any exercise that is easy
in the key of C is less so in any other; and
again, because it is well to be familiar with the
use of the black notes.*
But to transpose exercises without inconve-
nience, the hand must be correctly held. A pu-
pil not far advanced should do so with great
ease, and should commence with those forms in
which the hand is not displaced.
,
* The key mast be struck in the middle; not on the
edge of the keyboard, so that the thumb and fifth finger,
;Aorter than the others, can reach the black keys without
displacement sf the hand.
By means of the keys, if they are known, so
as to obtain at once a doable benefit—progress in
mechanism and in transposition.
If the pupil can read only in the keys g major
and/ major, he should analyze the construction
of the exercise, so as to reproduce the formula
of the desired intervals, observing all the neces-
sary changes in the new tonality. The original
fingering mast always be reproduced,, be it un-
derstood. —
58. Mow she aid, the exercises for the five fin-
gers without movement, of the Imnd be
practiced f
The five-finger exercises must be practised in
all possible combinations, at first in C, then in
all the major and minor keys, slowly and
heavily.*
Special practice is advised in those keys where
the disposition of the black and white notes is
inconvenienced, as B flat major, E flat major,
and F flat major. Likewise in those keys where
the finger is raised on a black key and the third
wered .on a white one (as in F major for the
right hand' and in E minor for the left). The
formation of the hand renders this disposition of
notes particularly inconvenient for articulation."}*
If the thumb separates from the hand, instead
of keeping its position over the key that it must
strike in its torn, it would be well to hold it
down on this key during the whole exercise.
59. What are the five-finger exercises with
the displacement of the hand f
Under this head are classed these exercises in
which there is a reproduction on each degree of
the scale, of a symmetrical form, where the hand
is displaced without the passage of the thumb.
These exercises include those for the contracting
and extending of the fingers. The same, finger-
ing must be reproduced in each form (See again
Nos. 37 and 38 in Chap. III).
60. Flow must these exercises be practised f
Slowly and heavily. They may-, be trans-
posed into all major keys. In many of the
minor keys, reproduction would lead to bad
positions for the hand. Besides, the augmented
second of the minor form would produce* suc-
cessions that would be disagreeable to the ear.
61. Are all exercises for contraction or exten-
don of the fingers of equal importance f
No
;
those forms should be most studied ie
which special practice is given to the fourth and
fifth fingers. These two fingers, weaker than
the rest, need .much .patient exercise, so as to
make them' equal to the others.
62 . Howtnmi Ike diatonic scales be practisedf
The diatonic scales should be practised slowly
and loudly. At first through two octaves, giving
a double value to the tonic
;
then throu h two
octaves, accenting every second note
;
through
three octaves, accenting every third
;
then
through four octaves, accenting every fourth.
The left hand should be practised alone, because
it is weaker and less used than the right hand.
After having practiced the scales in octaves,
then play them in thirds, in tenths and sixths.
* It ia also very useful to practise the exercises »p and
with progreaaive shadings, but thia work ought only to be
done after a time, when atrength, equality and clearneaa
are already acquired.
f Advanced pupila and those possessing good judgment
may commence each of these exercises slowly, gradually
increasing the speed, and so, by degrees, reach rapidity.
It ia a good gymnastic for the Sogers, but requires close
attention, for the rapidity must I. e attained almost in*
aensibly, and auch a movement be kept as will not de-
tract from perfect clearness. In fact, thia exercise must
be practised with ease, for it is easy to do it badly.
It is also • useful to practise them in contrary
movement.* If the crossing of the thumb pro-
duces any inequality or defective movement of
the elbow or hand, then the two passages of the
thumb which are found in every scale, ran be
connected with exercises. The first' exercise
should start from the keynote, should be com-
posed of. five notes, and should be practised as-
cending and descending
;
the second exercise
should start from the fifth note of the scale and
be practised in the same manner. Observe that
the regular fingering for each scale is to be em-
ploj
Key of B flat major.
IA t
This exercise may also be practised in con-
trary movement.
63. Must ad the scales be practised daily f
When the study of scales is first commenced,
the notes and the fingering must be studied
properly, and the oftener they are repeated, the
more quickly will they be learned.
This accomplished, they should be regarded
as gymnastics for the fingers and practised as
such. It is better, then, to give attention to the
more difficult scales, and discontinue the play-
ing of them all every day.
64. When a pupil makes a fault in running
a scale
,
is U well for him to go. back al-
ways to the beginning f
No
;
for in doing this he goes over what he
knows, and may find himseli stopped ten times
again in the same place. Neither should he
take it up from the broken point, for this gets
the ear 'out of tune,' and displaces the fingers.
He should ge^ack and start from the nearest
tones, using the finger belonging to this note.
65. By what means can the fingering of
twenty-four diatonic scales be retained tf
By reasoning. The scale composed of seven
diatonic notes is fingered by the aid of the
thumb passing under twice—once after the third
finger, once after the fourth ; it is sufficient, then,
in defining the fingering of a scale, to indicate
the two degrees in which the thumb is placed,
since on the intermediate notes the fingers fol-
low one another in order. (See table of scales in
the appendix, and read the note below, which
is very important.)!
* Sometimes it is advisable to commence the practice
of scales in contrary movement in the keys C, 6 i), A
and E. The same fingers are then used in the two hands,
and the passage of the thumb is better comprehended.
f In harmony, the thirty diatonic scales, when applied
to the piano, and, consequently, in fingering, may be re-
duced to twenty-four.
% The fingering of the scales and arpeggios is generally
learned by routine—by constant repetition. With the desire
that, pupils should learn thia fingering by reasoning, I
have drawn from the traditional fingering of thpse exer-
cises three general rules : 1st. The as* of the thumb and
fifth finger for commencing a passage of which the first
note is a white key
;
2d. The passing of thfe thumb under,
after a black key
;
<Ad. The rule for the extension of the
fingers (see again chapter on fingering, Nos. 88 and 89).
I have thus sought for a formula for fingering that is
easy to understand, easy to retain and to apply, and
which, besides, allows mea simple, methodical, and.sym-
metrical classification. Finally, I have arranged the table
by placing the formula of application and tne examples
in such a way as to show that symmetry plays an impor-
tant part, that the formation of the keyboard (white
keys and black) is the very basis of fingering, ana that
the reproduction of a symmetrical combination in the
employment of white and black notes leads obviously to
the reproduction of a similar fingering.
The seven tables relating to the scales and arpeggio*
are all conceived after the finis? plan, combined after the
same principles, and execute
[For The Etude.]
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NOTES FEOM ANTON EUBINSTEIFS OYOLUS
OF SEVEN PIANO EEOITALS, WITH HISTOEI-
OAL NOTES.
vision of three parts, which has become classical through
the works of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. (The first
TRANSLATED BY LOUISA KRUTZSCH.
LUDWIG Y. BEETHOVEN.
Born, 1770, Bonn. Died, 1827, Vienna.
Eight sonatas.
Programme.
theme strong, energetic, D major; second theme gentle
Ans.—
I
t applies to both. A diminished fifth may
follow a perfect one, but not the reverse, as a rule.
and mild, A major, and of the second part in the domi-
nant A major. JEtepetition. Middle period, then the Da
1. Op. 27. C sharp minor (1801).
2. Op. 31. D minor (1802).
3. Op. 63. C major (1803).
4. Op. 67. F minor (Appassionata) 1804.
6. Op. 90. E minor (1814).
6. Op. 101. (1815.)
7. Op. 109. (1821.)
8. Op. 111. (1822.)
The reformer of instrumental music also brought about
a wholesome change in piano playing. He is the founder
of dramatic piano-playing. The youth already drew
from the best and purest fountain Bach’s well-tempered
Clavier. From the vestibule of Fugue form he entered
into the temple.of Sonata. He played the piano and
composed for it, not as others had done, but as no other
had done- His compositions were irew, energetic,
sometimes wild and stormy, then thoughtful and dreamy,
always touching, interesting, original. “Take note of
him,” said the prophetic Mozart; “he will make the
world talk.”
Genius and originality are not exactly what the world
first requires. It has allowed time for the acknowledg-
ment of Beethoven: as far as we know, not one of his
delightful sonatas was played in public during his life-
time. It was noticed that Mendelssohn, then a young
wandering artist in society, occasionally dared produce
one I In the meantime, about fifty years had passed
before the sybilistic books of the “ l^st Beethoven ” be-
came the new Evangel.
Beethoven’s sonatas form an integral part of the
culture of to-day I It is therefore important that we
should cast a hasty glance over the origin of the sonata.
We have already mentioned that as “ classical form,” it
had taken the place of the fugue. Originally, the word
sonata meant “ tone piecfe ” for instruments, as opposed
to cantata, which designated a piece to be sung. But
even at that time the meaning varied so considerably
that Hammersmith, (1662) gave the name of sonata to a
motette for alto, with an accompaniment of two trum-
pets, four trombones and contrabass. -
Andreas Gabriele (1586) first used tMe term sonata as
a name for a fine-voiced instrumental composition. Cor-
relli wrote his violin sonatas in four movements—Adagio,
Allegro, Adagio, Allegro. From this arrangement can
be seen at once that our sonatinaform did not orignate
with Correlli.
The first piano sonata (we have none from Bach) was
composed by Johann Kuhnau (+ 1722), a predecessor
of Bach. It stands as a connecting-link in the second
part of the new piano productions (1695), and the author
apologizes for his temerity in the following words: “I
have added a sonata ex. B., which will please the ama-
teur.” Why should one not be able to arrange such
things for the piano as well as for other instruments ?
No single instrument can claim a superiority in complete-
ness over the piano.
These sonatas cohsist of five periods: allegro in Bb|,
Fugue BbJ, Adagio Ebf, Allegro B!>J ; the last period is
a graceful reproduction of the first] We see Kuhnau
was not the originator of our sonata.
For the form of the sonata we have a much better and
older authority, the Italian, Dario C&stello, whose con-
certed sonatas for organ and piano, accompanied by one
or two other instruments, appeared in 1621. Each sonata
consists of short single periods, strictly divided by tempo,
measure, and character. The key changes also; for ex-
ample, A minor, C major, A major, A minor, which is
more characteristic of our time than that of the seven-
teenth century.
The honor of creating the sonata belongs to the sons
of Bach. It is not Freidemann, the mostrcelebrated fol-
lower of his great father, but Phil. Era. Bach, whom
Mendelssohn designated as a dwarf among giants. The
most important thing was achieved by the youngest, least
esteemed son of the Leipsig Thomas Cantor, Johann
Christian Bach, the Mailander or Londoner.* He fell
far, far from the parental esteem, but found the right
way from fugue to sonata, as he introduced the form of
the latter into the contrasting second th^ne.
He had not that end in view, but what does it matter?
He discovered the most important element of the sonata
by chance, as it seems. His Opus 5 contains six sonatas
for piano, which, for the most part, cling to the earlier
and contemporaneous patterns; but the second, which'
consi^B of these periods, haB become typical
;
it shows, in
the first allegro, the principal period, the well-known di-
r classical trln.
Capo, “as the custom of the school;” first theme D I
major, second theme D major, end D major.) How came
the frivolous Bach to this deep, with consequence laden
inspiration? We have no answer. The six sonatas ap-
peared' about 1766.
What was here chance became design at the hands of
Mozart and Haydn, and the “ Classical Form ” was pro-
claimed as the primitive and everlasting law of theory
and aesthetics.
Three periods fill the idea of a sonata. Haydn ac-
knowledged the taste and habits of his contemporaries
when he carried the minuet forward from the suite
;
there
could hardly be a sufficiently aesthetic justification for
doing it. Beethoven changed the minuet to scherzo.
The eight sonatas chosen represent the characteristics
of style in the three periods into which Beethoven’s
works are divided, although the contents of the Moon-
light Sonata and its peculiar construction place it on the
boundary line which divides the first and second periods.
The sanctioned form is substantially preserved. Only
later, the master bursts the narrow fetters.
The piano-playing world was once delivered from the
depressing constraint of the fugue by the sonata, until
this, in turn, became constraint. “The master dares
break the form.” He not only dares, he must
,
or who
would help us to make progress in art?
Through Beethoven the pianist suddenly found new
and -more worthy tasks. His sonatas are complete
dramas, triologies, tetralogies, which, naturally require
dramatic life at the hands of the performer. Freedom
of conception is allowed the thoughtful artist; the fun-
damental dramatic idea forming the only restraint. To
recognize this idea, to grasp it with understanding, is the
peculiar task of the performer. Yet the stamp of indi-
viduality must be preserved under the influence of the
poetic idea. The vain peculiarities of virtuosity are put
aside. He who plays a Beethoven sonata must feel him-
self a missionary who would convert the heathen
;
a
priest who proclaims saving truth. A beautiful task,
but also a difficult one !
Ques.—1 . What is the difference between a diatonic and
chromatic half-step, and, 2, the difference between f and
| time in each quarter-note has a count, and has four
counts in a measure the other two counts?
Ans.
—
(
1) A diatonic half-step occurs between two adja-
cent degrees of the scale, e. g. , from C to D flat. A chro-
matic half-step occurs between any note of the scale and
a chromatic alteration of it, e. a . between C and C sharo.
ionsPattit
Ques.—Which <if Mozart’s sonatos would one better
take for the examination of the A. C. M. ?
Ans.—The choice of the sonata is left to the candidate.
We would recommend the celebrated one in C minor
(with the Fantasia).
Ques.-—Which is the least difficult of the three Liszt
pieces in the list?
Ans.—One of the Nocturnes (Liebestraume).
Ques.—Would the Schubert-Liszt “ Hark the Lark ”
be accepted in place of these three ?
Ans.—No.
Ques.—Please explain nature of the excerpt for trans-
position in item V. A. C. M., Associate Examination
;
i. e., whether song accompaniment, choral, or common
piano piece, whether a period or more in length, and
whether simple or complicated in harmonies and modu-
lation? I would like to know what to expect.
Ans.—As the choice is left entirely to the examiners,
it is impossible to say what the character, length, or
difficulty of the piece selected for transposition will be
;
it is safe to assume, however, that the examiners will
make no unreasonable demands on the candidate, and
that the possession of a fair ability to transpose will be
all that will be required by them.
g , p
Both sound the same on the piano, the difference being
in the melodic and harmonic significance. This is what
the difference in notation indicates. (2) One is simply the
double of the other, and has a primary and secondary
accent.
Ques.—Would a Chopin polonaise be accepted? Only
his nocturnes, waltzes, and mazurkas are mentioned.
Ans.—The candidate is expected to be prepared to
play at least one work by each composer named in the
list (see Prospectus, page II, No. n). Ifihe wishes to
play any pieces not on the list he can hand in a list of
those compositions (see Prospectus, page 12, No. in).
Ques.—Will a simple Mozart sonata (other pieces
played being difficult) rate as high on examination as
those which require more study?
Ans.—The performance of a piece is rated according
to its merit, and to play a simple J|ozart sonata per-
fectly requires a delicacy of touch and refinement of
taste that would ensure as high a rating as the more
difficult pieces in the list required of every candidate.
yuES.— Will you innaiy give me; in the etude tne
metronome marks for Mendelssohn’s Caprice Op. 33, No.
3, the adagio and the presto.—M. A. D.
„
Ans.—Adagio, M. M. JN= 80 ; Presto, M. M. J =
160.
Ques.—I wopld like to ask The Etude if the rule
forbidding consecutive fifths applies to an augmented
Ques.—Will you kindly mention the names of a couple
of instrumental duets and solos that would be likely to be
appreciated by the general class of people ?
Ans.—Among the duets of the popular type may be
mentioned: Carl Rolling, op. 217, “ Polka Brilliante;”
Spindler, “ Charge of Hussars;” Strauss, “1001 Nights
Waltzes;” Smith, “ May Pole Dance.” For piano solo,
Mattei, Minuet in A major; Durand’s Valse in E flat;
Scharwenka, Polonaise in E flat minor
;
Tours, Gavotte
Moderne.
Ques.—What is the meaning of the term Allegrando ?
Ans.—Allegrando, the name of W. L. Hofer’s musical
game, is a word made up from parts of two musical
terms, viz.: Allegro and Grandiose, meaning lively and
grand.
Ques.—-How are the embellishments in Bach’s three-
part inventions executed ?
Ans.—Get a copy edited by Dr. Hugo Riemann. He
has all abbreviations written out
;
besides, this edition is
very superior in many other respects.
The question relative to Rubinstein’s melody in F
cannot be answered, because no such passage as men-
tioned can be found in the piece. Correspondents
should always write their addresses.
Ques.—1. In the Scarlatta Sonata in D (Peter’s Ed.
277, p. 46), in measures 16, 17, 18, etc., are the long
appoggiaturas followed by eighth notes, in third beat,
played the same as the two^sixteenth notes on firsf beat
of same measures? If so, why the difference in nota-
tion ?
2. In the Weber Polacca, how is the chain of trills
played in the ten-measure passage just before second
entrance of subject ?
3. is unity of time preserved in sonatas—for
exampleyrionata Pathetique, or Mozart’s Fantasia and
C- minor Sonata ? Please explain whether there is any
fixed relation between tempos of the movement.
4. In the A. C. M. sight-reading test,iris the candidate
expected to play according to the mirked tempo, or
with metronome?
Ans.—1. If they are intended for long appoggiaturas,
they should be played like the two sixteenths at the begin-
ning of the measure. But why they should be written
as they are in that case, is probably “one of those
things that no fellow can find out.” They are quite „as
likely to be meant, for short appoggiaturas, although
there ought to be a cross downward through them, in
that -case, to prevent ambiguity.
,
2. The double-dotted eights should take seven thirty-
second notes for the trill. The quarters should take
nine, including the after-note.
3. By making the unit of time in one movement a
multiple of another. Thus, in the Sonata Pathetique, if
the adagio be played
^
— 60, the allegro molto will
best have the tempo^j = 120; i. e., it will be eight times
as fast as the adagio, an eighth note in the first move-
ment taking as much time as a whole note in the allegro.
4. They were not required to do so last year. Write
to Robert Bonner, Secretary, 60 William Street, Provi-
dence, R. I.
Ques.—Please answer in next Etude : Who_are the
characters in Berger’s “ Chas. Auchester ’’/Intended to
represent—Seraphael, Auchester, Clara, Davy, Anas-
tase, Miss^, Benette, Millicent, Starwood Burney, Miss
Lawrence,"etc.
,
etc.?
—
Eddy Music Club.
Ans.
—
Seraphael is intended to depict Mendelssohn ;
Charles Auchester, Joachim ; Aronach, Zelter ; Star-
wood Burney, Sterndale Bennett. Perhaps some reader
of The Etude can give further information sis to the
other characters.
“ Strictly instrumental music, such as our great mas-
ters hare bequeathed to the world in their symphonies,
quartets and sonatas, is, perhaps, the only artistic pro-
duction in which the Germans stand alone, not only
without legitimate, but really without any riralB. Bat
there is no branch of the art which, in order to he cor-
rectly and completely understood, demands from the
listener greater attention and devotion.”
Si
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PIANO PLATING AND GENERAL MUSICAL
INSTRUCTION PSOM THE BEGINNING TO
THE END.
BY CARLYLE PETERSILKA.
III.
Amid tons of error how difficult it is to cull one grain
«^of truth ! Aa in nature, all things begin with the germ
containing within itself the life principle to be developed
according to its capacity and destiny, so, also, in art,
which is a small part of mother Nature, the germ principle
remains the same, and the future artist, having within
himself the capacity to become an artist, must grow in
accordance with the natural laws that create the tadpole
and culminate in the highest form of humanity. I have
set for myself the difficult task^jf writing a series of
articles, showing what seems to me the logical develop-
ment of musical nature from the beginning to the end.
The same course of treatment will answer for the nature
that is not particularly musical, but the result cannot be
beyond the capacity and quality of the germ within the
two natures.
Let us take a beginner in music, and let us hope that the
beginner is a child, and not an adult, as is, unfortunately,
so often the case. I shall now proceed according to the
Petersilea Piano System, written by Franz Petersilea.
The author of this scientific method was a man of the
utmost refinement of musical sensibility and culture. He
received the most of his musical education in Germany,
while pursuing his other studies with special reference to
entering the ministry. m
Living in Weimar at the time that Hummel was teach-
ing and giving concerts there, it was of great musical
•benefit to Mr. Petersilea, and his vivid recollections of
the wonderful legato style of playing that made Hummel
the most prominent pianist of his age, undoubtedly formed
in his mind a certain standard of piano touch and tech-
nique that has been so admirably wOrked up in his system
for the piano, and exemplified by hundreds of his pupils.
Unlike the majority of instruction books that have been
carelessly and ignorantly thrown together to flood the
market, delude the people and make money by puffing
and advertising, the Petersilea System is the result of over
forty years’ practical experience in the art and science of
teaching by one of the best German musicians America
has ever had the good fortune to offer citizenship to.
The Petersilea System hag been written and rewritten
several times, always at the personal expense of the
author
;
and until the plates were sold to the present
publishers (White, Smith & Co., Boston, Mass.), it had
scarcely ever been advertised, or used by any one except
the author and those of his pupils who had intelligence
enough to teach it properly.
To give an extended analysis of the work is not the
purpose of the present sketch, but the writer begs to call
attention to some of its most salient points. It is pre-
sumed that the pupil has some knowledge of playing
before beginning the system, although in cases of unusual
talent and intelligence, it might be well to start a begin-
ner with this book. The first object to be gained is the
entire independence of the'hands. The left Ijand is edu-
cated to do just as much as the rigljt
;
and the Jive-finger
studies used for this purpose are wonderfully interesting,
and at the' same time thoroughly musical in character
and style. The System is divided ft to five distinctly
different parts, namely :— .
_
Part i.
—
Melodious Five-Finger Studies.—Strict atten-
tion to accentuation and rhythm is here demanded. The
hands and fingers are trained to become flexible and inde-
pendent, yet every passage is classical, and cannot fail
to instruct the mind as well as the fingers.
Part it.
—
Major and Minor Scales, and Exercises on
the Chords of the Tonic.—This subject is presented in
an entirely new and original form, especially the rules
for fingering the scales. The scholar, having accom-
plished this task, will need no finger marks
;
his under-
standing'will enable him to employ the best fingering in
almost any case. The exercises on harmony give a
fair knowledge of this indispensable part of a musical
education. In the ordinary way of piano teaching, the
subject of harmony is hardly ever touched upon, and,
except in special cases when extra lessons are taken,
the majority of piano pupils do not know the difference
between one chord and another. Every chord that
bccurs in a composition ought to be understood, and, in
order to save time, harmony should go hand-in-hand with
the technical and emotional development of a pupil.
Part hi.— Pieces for Acquiring Correct Technical
Action of the Fingers
,
Wrists and Afms, and the Art of
Phrasing.—Every educated singer or reader is aware of
the importance of systematicand diligent training of the
voice and respiratory organs before satisfactory results
can be reasonably expected in either the department of
speech or song. Now, the same, or even more, time
most be expended upon the technical movements of the
fingers, wrists and arms, and the subject of phrasing.
How few persons have any definite idea of what consti-
tutes correct and artistic musical phrasing ! Phrasing
bears the same relation to music that punctuation does to
writing. The slurs that , are employed in piano music
have no meaning at all to the majority of players. A
slur means that the notes encircled by it are smoothly
connected, that the first note is somewhat emphasized,
and the group must be separated from what follows. Now,
in classical music, which is the only kind for which the
Petersilea system was particularly intended by the
author, it frequently happens that the left hand begins a
new phrase before the ri^fet hand has finished a phrase,
or vice versa.
.
This requires care and understanding on
the part of the player to give the correct interpretation
to the two different movements. The studies which the
author has composed for the art of phrasing are beauti-
ful and combine sentiment with profound contrapuntal
knowledge.
Part iv.—On Melodious Touch and Expression.—Up
to this point the exercises were written for the mechani-
cal touch, the fingers, wrists and arms acting like ham-
This kind of music stands in the same relationmers.
to melodious and expressive playing that drawing does to
painting. There can be no doubt that a person, in order
to become a good painter, should first learn the use of the
pencil. The touch is either mechanical or melodious .
Some pieces and passages admit only the former; others,
only the latter; still others, and by far the greater part
of good music, both. Unconsciously an artist will use
the one or the other, as circumstances may require. But
this seeming unconsciousness is the result of a perfect
mechanism first acquired, and superior taste and dis-
crimination added in later studies.
Those who hav® really talen£ forimusie will acquire the
melodious touch as easily and naturally, as an intelligent
reader or singer, when deeply impressed with his sub-
ject, will show his emotion in his voice and manner, and
communicate his own feelings to an audience. Any one
without talent for music may learn to execute mechanically
very well, frequently better than talented ones
;
but any
attempt to teach him to play with expression amounts to
no more than to induce him to exhibit a variety of musi-
cal grimaces and caricatures.
Part v.—Technical Exercises and Octave Passages
Taken from a Large Number of Celebrated Works.—In
connection with this system are to be used Carlyle Peter-
silea’ s Technical Studies, Gustav Wolff’s Thirty-two
Select Pieces, arranged in the form of studies, revised by
Carlyle Petersilea, Bach’s two- and three-part Inventions,
and other music calulated to improve the taste and
technique of the scholar. A graded course of studies
and pieces compiled by A. D. Turner, published by the
New England Conservatory pf„.Music, Boston, is cor-
dially recommended for its completeness and general ex-
cellence. It is an invaluable guide to teachers.
(To be continued.)
THE PHILOSOPHY OF LEGATO TOUCH,
J. BROTHERHOOD,
II.
I am thoroughly in accord, with Dr. William Mason’s
remarks, that : “A pure musically legato touch must be’
the result of a naturally sensitive and musical ear,” and
the pupil who is so blessed as to possess by nature a
sensitive and musical ear (gaining thereby that intuitive
perception which no artifseial teaching can supply), will
doubtless land more quickly in the “legato harbor of
refuge and delight,” while the possessor of a naturally
unsensitive and unmusical ear will be floundering in the
hopeless depths of staccato, and, after much effort, can
only expect to reach the island of mediocrity, to which
doom nature from the first held the helm.
In counteracting the antagonistic features in the con-
struction of the hand’s mechanism and educating its
details into mental subjugation, we have a scientific, not
an artistic problem : and in connection therewith I
cannot perhaps do better than quote the following ex-
tract from a letter received from a professor of the piano-
forte^ of the Royal Academy of Music, London, England,
Mr. T. A. Maithay, who says: “When we characterize
a piano-player’s technique as perfect, it really means
that the muscles of the fingers, hands and arms of that
f
layer appear to us to be entirely under the control of
is will power. At the piano the attention is necessarily
apt to be drawn away from the ‘ muscular sense ’ and
‘ muscular action ’ to the musical effect produced—thus
certainly training the mind musically, but only indirectly
training the muscles. Gymnastic exercises, on the con-
trary, are apt to direct the whole attention for the time
to the mental efforts necessary to satisfactorily bring
about the complicated nervous and muscular actions
which are required for each controlled movement of a
finger or wrist.”
It is true that in training the details of the hand away
|from the piano, we are doing the thing mechanically, and
not musically. Now, this as a preliminary is not a
drawback, but of vital importance, for it allows of con-
centrated attention to one thing at. a time. On this point
Mr. W; S. B. Mathews writes as follows: “It is not too
much to say that the average pupil loses two-thirds of the
time spent in practice, for he has to train his hands, get
hi3 musical conception, and unite it to the muscular
apparatus, all at once. Owing to the want of proper
analysis, he commonly does all three of these things
badly, the attention being directed to one point while he
is missing it at another.”
I believe, therefore, that if any great advance is to -be
made in the future; in securing better results, in teach-
ing the acquirement of legato (as well as tone-shading
generally), that the scientific treatment of the hand away
‘rim the piano must form the base of such advancement,
and my belief is substantiated by the testimony of many
eminent teachers which I have received during the past
two years, and who advocate th® use of my hand gym-
nasium, the “ Technieon,” in regard to which a leading
teacher in Massachusetts writes : “ I have no hesitation
in recommending a half-hour with the Technieon as a
full equivalent of two hours of the most faithful practice
of the finger exercises upon the piano, for the develop-
ment of every fundamental quality of touch.”
You may perhaps consider that I lay too much stress
on the mechanical, to the subversion of the musical
;
but,
on the contrary, I desire to show that the mechanical (or,
rather, scientific) can be used as an auxiliary to aid the
musical. Musically speaking, I should like to treat the
hand with contempt
;
but it is, in piano-fort® playing, too
often “master of the situation,” and must, therefore,
receive that attention which shall turn its powers for
evil into the good.
Many there are who, though blessed with fine musical
conceptions, may nevertheless labor under physical
drawbacks, such as weak, sluggish nerves and muscles,
and though possessed of good natural powers of appre-
hension, yet have not corresponding natural powers for
production. It doesnot follow that the finely constituted
musical genius of a Schubert, should result in the con-
summate mastery of technical difficulties of a Rubinstein,
for as there is a wide difference in the quality of natural
musical sensitiveness in pupils, so there is also a differ-
ence in the quality of their physical constitution.
The scientific treatment of the hand, therefore, for
what may be called “ tone workmanship”—cultivating
it for refined and finished work, to the utmost point of
excellence
—
giving it the same powers of uniform beauty
of treatment in legate as in all other forms of tone
shading—is what the aspiring pianist requires, and which
can be obtained by the use of scientific means additional
to keyboard exercise, and a’ departure from these tradi-
tional methods which are largely responsible for the
deplorable state of things which the accumulated evi-
denc1j|by Mr. Bowman collected shows as existing in too
much of the piano playing of the present day.
We do not require the addition of knowledge of the
anatomical names of the muscles involved (such as the
Extensor Oasis Metacarpi Pollicis) to the already over-
weighted and exacting technical rfGHfse which the piano
student has to undergo, but acquaintance with analysis
of detail and practical working of the details of the
hand’s mechanism.
It may be difficult with many to get out of the beaten
circuitous track of traditional method
;
but when the
deviation is made, in “ the direction which reaches the
goal by a shorter route,” it will be found to be so paved
with results of modern research, that greater speed be-
comes the ally of reduced distance, and augmentation of
muscular and nervous strength is attained instead of
the wear and tear upon the physical system too often
traceable on those who traverse the monotonous, dreary
road of keyboard technical exercise, which in too many
cases is also answerable for the premature stifling of
youthful enthusiasm.
The knowledge that I had devoted much patient and
conscientious thought and experiment upon tnis specific
subject, caused me to lay before the musical proiession
two years ago the results of such labors, as represented
by my scientific hand gymnasium, the “Technieon:”
and its practical use having since elicited from eminent,
pianists of Europe and America the highest encomiums,
it has thereby been raised from the region of scientific
experiment into that of artistic endorsement.
in conclusion I would say that, though a. member of a
scientific profession, yet it is with no desire df obtrusive-
ness that I advocate the introductionsof scientific aa
against the artistic method
;
but merely the econom-
ical application of means to ends—the introduction of
science, as in the c&ae of the sister arts, in order to
secure “ the application of the useful for the production
of the beautiful.”
,
-
—
“ Amateurs give us so much trouble because they are
creatures of two fold character
;
necessary and useful,
when with a sincere interest they combine unassuming
reticence, but contemptibie, and to be disparaged, when
they are bloated witn vanity and conceit, anxious to
push themselves forward ana give advice. There are
few artists whom I respect more than a first-rate ama-
teur, and there are few that I respect less than a second-
rate one.” F. Mendxlsssohh Barthoady.
TFI/E ETUDE.
'v.
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OE THE PIS&EBIHG OF DIATOMIC SCALES.
BT HERRMANN VETTER.
Translated by Mbs. H. D. Tkktbar.
Extract No. 1.
Among the vast number of piano players there are, as
experience teaches us, many who never arrive at a clear
idea of how to finger diatonic scales, although they may
practice scales -daily- -for many years; The cause of- this
insufficient knowledge may be found, for the greater
S
art, in the fact that most teachers neglect to lay down
xed rules, by the aid of which the pupil is enabled to
determine for himself the correct fingering for each dia-
tonic scale. Many pupils learn their scales from the
notes, and practice them until their fingers play them
eorreetiy in a mechanical way; and this method can but
be superficial, like all that is learned mechanically and
without thought. I need not- mention those who learn
to play their scales by imitating their teachers; the un-
practical side of such a method must be apparent to all.
In order to learn a scale correctly, the pupil must at
first, and above all, strictly observe the motions of his
fingers. And playing from the notes not only forbids
this, but also prevents a familiarity with the several keys
and their fingering.
The necessity of establishing fixed rules, by means of
which the pupil may himself determine the correct fin-
gering of each scale, has been recognized by many
instructors, aod various experiments have been made
;
thus, for example, that of dividing scales into groups of
note®. In the following lines I will attempt to demon-
strate my method, enabling even inferior pupils to com-
prehend this question readily and permanently after the
requisite theoretical preparation.
The fingering of each scale is determined by the two
finger-groups 1, 2, 3, and 1, 2, 3, 4. As the fourth fin-
ger is employed but once in each scale, the entire ques-
tion of fingering may be considered solved when we have
decided upon which note of each scale thV-4th finger
is to fall.
One-half of all the scales (major and minor) for the
right hand, from C-B, and for the left, from F-E, (the
scales to be considered as following each other in the
succession of fifths) contains these groups of three and
four fingers undivided. In them, the 4th finger of the
right hand set invariably falls upon the seventh
,
and
that of the left hand upon the second.
In the remaining scales the 4th finger always falls on
a black key. In those keys that are marked with # it
fells upon that black key representing the note that is
marked (in the signature) with the first # the left
hand
;
and with the last # in the right hand. The re-
verse is the case in the keys with fiats. The 4th finger
of the right hand fells on the first fiat marked, and that
of the left hand on the last t>. When the note in ques-
tion is represented by a white key the 4th finger belongs
on the # or V marked just before or nearest to it, viz. : in
the key of F sharp
;
in the right hand the 4th finger must
fall on a sharp, because the last #, e shassp, is a white
key. And in G fiat, for the left hand, where the last V
is c fiat, the 4th falls upon g flat. :
Another advantage, and one that should not be under-
rated, resulting from this method is, that thejpupil must
thus always keep himself informed concerning the num-
ber of flats and sharps in each key and their succession.
Extract No. 2.—Should a Singing-Teacher be Able
to Sing ?
The. question has often been discussed, whether a sing-
ing-teacher should necessarily be able to sing. Teachers
regard this question from the standpoint of their per-
sonal-qualification. At a first view, it would appear as
though a singing-teacher who could not sing must
resemble Swift’s dancing-master, who possessed allC’bie requisites for his profession except that he was. This opinion, however, is as incorrect as it would
be to think that all those who would drive fat oxen must,
necessarily, be Btout themselves. The vocal teacher
must, it is true, be able to sing sufficiently well that he
may illustrate his instruction by example, ancTdemon-
strate how one should sing and how one should not sing.
It is not essential, though, that he be a brilliant singer
;
for, according to my experience, many of 'those who have
.developed the moat admirable voices, have themselves
possessed little or nothing of the divine gift of song,
s et though it may be permitted a vocal teacher that he
possess but a mediocre voice, he must, on the 'other
hand, have a thoroughly fine musical hearing. He must
be governed by an exclusive taste, developed by the best
that the world has sung and written, and his artistic cul-
tivation must not be restricted to his own branch of the
art, bat must extend over the whole wide domain of music
and its fundamental laws. He must, furthermore, be
endowed with unbounded patience, in order U may
be able to endure the boundlessness that is ever asso-
ciated with genius, and to obtain an exact knowledge of
his pupils capacities, so thathc.nuiy further the psngrero-
of all'gooc qualities and nip the bad in the bud.
—
...
THE OCCASIONAL 00EEESP0NDE10E OF A
MUSIC TEACHES,
BY J. C. FILLMORE.
CONCERNING MEMORIZING MUSIC. -
To a Stranger :—
Dear Sir :—Your favor is at hand, in which you ask
me whether I think it important' for pupils to memorize
the pieces they play, and whether I agree with the opin-
ion on this subject expressed by Mr. Mathews in the
February number of The Etude.
In reply, I would say that I do attach considerable im-
portance to memorizing, although I think it quite pos-
sible to overrate the relative value of it.
There can be no doubt that he who hag made a piece
so thoroughly his own that his playing of it is a free
reproduction of his own conception of its significance,
will play it more artistically and more effectively than he
who is obliged to have bis notes in order7to be sure of
avoiding mistakes. There must be freedom in perform-
ance, or there can be no artistic interpretation. And
the playing of every pupil ought to be artistic, as far as
it goes, i. e., in the grade he has attained. If he can
learn his pieces by ear correctly
,
he will be likely to play
them much better than his fellows who play with their
notes.
But the practical difficulty I have found in the ease of
many pupils is, that they do not play by ear ; that is, they
do not reproduce an imagined musical conception. They
remember how the notes look, and what keys correspond
to the notes. Their musical memory is exceedingly im-
perfect and defective, because they have little or- no
sense of tonality, and none whatever of harmony. This
is probably true of the great majority of piano pupils, in
this part of the country, at least.
Now, I am decidedly doubtful about the wisdom of
memorizing a great deal when pupils are in this condi-
tion. I do not find that memorizing their pieces makes
their playing any less mechanical, because their memory
of them is quite as mechanical as their note reading.
And it more than doubles the work required to master a
given amount of music. Unless I can get a more thorough
inward comprehension of the music, I think it is worth
more to the pupil to study a larger number of pieces
with the notes, and so gain a wider musical experience.
As you suggest, memory is not synonymous with intel-
lect. One, at least, of the important illustrations in the
article you refer to, is hardly ’well chosen. It is a poor
school teacher who insists on his pupils’ memorizing the
contents of their text-books. Comprehension is what is
needed, not memory of the exact phraseology of a text-
book, unless in the case of definitions. Even then, a live
teacher will often prefer that a pupil should make his
own definitions.
To sum up: There is a great deal of truth in Mr.
Mathews’ article and also in the admirable Introduction
to Ms “ Studies in Phrasing. Memorizing and Interpre-
tation.” But here, as elsewhere, “ the point lies in the
application.” You will have to use common sense with*
each separate pupil, and you cannot treat any two exactly
alike.
THE MINOR CHORD ONCE MORE.
‘
To an Old Friend :—
Dear —— .- So you can’t leara to think C-Eb-G as “ G
understood” instead of “ C minor ?” Well, that isn’t
surprising, considering that you have been thinking that
combination as a chord of C for nearly half a century.
A doctor friend of mine once told me that, when Harvey
discovered the circulation of the blood, not a single phy-
sician in England above the age of forty accepted it.
So, while a radical innovation in music-thinking (or any
other thinking) may be a mere piece of crankiness, it
isn’t safe to predicate that quality of it merely because
men well advanced in middle age are unable to accom-
modate themselves to it.
I’m not going into any elaborate argument on the sub-
ject here. I don’t think [ can put my own view of it
any more clearly than I did in my essay on “The Prac-
tical Value of Certain Modern Theories Respecting the
Science of Harmony,” read at the Boston meeting of
the M. T. N. A. in 1886. You have it in the report for
that year. You have also Dr. Riemann’s essay on “The
Nature of Harmony,” appended to my “New Lessons
in Harmony.” If you do not find these satisfactory, I
do not think I can convince you. Or, rather, I ought
to say, if yon feel prepared to commit yourself decidedly
against them, before you have read tne masterworks of
Riem&nn and Von Oettingen, there is nothing iflore to
be said. The wiser way. it seems to me, would be to
investigate the whole subject thoroughly, following ontf
the processes and speculations of these two writers in
detail, or else withhold judgment.
But let me make a suggestion or two: although you
have not read much of Riemann, and Von Oettingen not
at all, I know you have Moritz Hauptmann’s great work.
“ Die Natur dar Harmonik nnd der Metrik.” If you
have read .it, as I think yon have, you mast be aware of
the extreme acuteness and subtlety of Hauptmann’s har-
monic perception. What, then, do you think of his insist-
ing so strongly that G and not C is the tone on which
-the unity of the combination, C-Eb-G is conditioned
?
What do you think of his contrast between “active” and
“passive” chords? What do you think of his insisting
that in the chord C-B G, C is the tone which conditions
the unity of the chord, because it has a third and a fifth
in the chord; while in C-E>-G, G conditions the unity,
because it is the third and the fifth of the other two
tones? Hauptmann knew nothing of under-tones, or
the “ phonic over tone,” or the- subtle investigations
into the perception of complex tones by the ear. ora
which Riemann’s convictions are so largely based. But,
none the leas, he perceived the reciprocal quality of the
two kinds of chords, and marvellously fine perception it
showed, let me tell you.
As to the two kinds of chords being mathematical
reciprocals, the knowledge of that fact goes back at least
as fair as Zarlino. He couldn’t work that fact into
practical use then, as he would have been glad to do,
simply because the imperfect condition of notation made
the thorough bass system, for the time, a practical
necessity. And, besides, harmony, as against counterpoint,
was still too much undeveloped. But it seems to me
perfectly clear that the reciprocal relation between the
two kinds of chords, is the one of prime importance, a
fundamental fact in harmony. If this be so, it is only a
question of time when the recognition of it will be re-
garded as essential to rational harmony teaching. The
fact you adduce, that the overtones of C predominate in
the chord C-E-b-G is of greatly subordinate importance.
Besides, your “ fact” itself is open to question. Ira the
first four partiala of the three notes of the chord, by
your own showing, there is only one M, the character-
istic note of, the.chord of C major, while there are two
E flats and four G’s. This proves nothing, one way or
the other, as to the real point of unity in the chord, any
more than your insisting that it “sounds like a chord of
C.”
_
Of course it sounds so to you
,
after all theseyears
of thinking it so. But it didn’t sound so to Haupt-
mann, aod there are quite a number of us nowadays
who feel that his leading, and that of his successors m
this direction,' is toward light, and not toward confusion
and obscurity.
Besides, you overlook wholly the undertone scries
which come from the phenomenon of sympathetic vibra-
tions. Put your foot on your damper pedal, strike a high
G, hard, and hold it, and see what you will get. Perhaps
you won’t be able to hear many of the undertones, any
more than yorrted I used to be able to hear the upper
partials: but if you will experiment with proper appa-
ratus, you will find that your G generates the chord C-
Et»-G by sympathetic vibrations. I don’t know what
you may think of this fact, but I can’t help regarding
the G as the point of unity for the combination. That
is, the chord is G underchord, not a chord of C.
SHADINGS.
Let the pianist catch the first hint of his duties from
the very name of his instrument
—
piano-forte. If a man
plays always softly, he is said to be lacking in tone
;
if he
plays always loudly, he is said to be a pounder. Both
these charges are correct. Tde pianist mast play both
soft and loud, and the greater the range of intensity
which he can extract from the keyboard the higher his
art, other things being equal. Nay, one may say that
the power to get a wide range of intensity is the chief
teat of the pianist. Do we not praise: Rubinstein for his
whispers of pianissimo and for his thunders pf fortissimo?
His colossal strength is mentioned by one, bis marvel-
ous, almost inaudible delicacy is the wonder of another.
In which is Rubinstein the greater artist?' In neither,
but in both.
We recognize, ordinarily, by variable names, five de-
grees of intensity-pianissimo, piano, mezzo, forte,
fortissimo
;
but for convenience of analysis, b-t us say
that each of these five degrees may be subdivided into
three—three times five will make fifteen. Any student
who will sit,down patiently and endeavor to graduate his
touch through fifteen audible, distinct degrees, will be
astonished to find how hard it is to do, and what an enor-
mous difference there is between the first and fifteenth
degree. Do not suppose that mere muscular strength
—
that is, contractile energy—is needed alone ; nervous
steadiness is qaite as important. As soon as he begins
to vary the tone he will find that, instead of going up or
down by uniform gradations, one tone will be soft, the
next suddenly much louder, the third in between them,
etc,, etc. Now, a great feat of a pianist is to make a
long-sustained and perfectly smooth crescendo or dimin-
uendo, - ; TIms tw effisftfs 'Wim. somhjtted-; by
in his transcription of the Turkish March from Beeth-
oven’s ’ Ruins of Athens/’ and no wonder the nation
wont wild over such ati incredible feat.
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[A11 matter intended for tills Department should be addressed to
Mrs. Helen D. Tretbar, Box 2920, Hew York City.]
—Miss Nbally Stevens has been concertizing in St. !
Louis, Chicago and Canton, Ohio.
—Josef Hofman’s receipts for a recent recital in
Boston are said to have been $5,850.
—Mme. Dory Petersen-Burmeister played three
piano-forte recitals at Steinert Hall, Boston, in February.
—Louis Maas, the Boston pianist, has been playing in
Baltimore, at a concert given by the Chamber Music
Club.
—Gericke introduced Wagner’s symphony to an
American audience at one of hia Boston symphony con-
certs.
—Mr, Emanual Moor, the pianist, and Miss Anita
Burke, of Orange, N. J., were married in London, on
February 9th.
—Hugo Mansfeldt’s fifth concert took place in San
Francisco, one of the soloists being Miss Susie Blair, a
young violinist.
—The pupils of the Atlanta (Ga.) Female Institute,
Constantin Sternberg, Director, recently gave an inter- !
esting musicale.
—The Cleveland Gesangverein, Mr. Franz X. Arens,
conductor, produced at its first concert a string quartette
in A minor, by Arens.
—Mme. Anna Lankow, Miss Adele Aus der Ohe and
Max Alvary are the soloists thus far engaged to take part
in the St. Louis festival, held next June.
—Mr. Karl Klindworth played a recital at Elmira
College (N. Y.) on February 2d. Beethoven, Chopin
and Liszt were represented on his programme.
—The second chamber music recital by Joseph H.
Chapek’s String Quartette was given at Littl|_iJR.ock,
Ark. The programme included Ch^pek’s “ Befrfceuse.”
—At the last Petersilea concert in Boston, Brahms’
variations on a Paganini theme were played by Bene-
dict, and the Hungarian Fantasia, Liszt, by Mrs. Peter-
silea.
—Messrs. W^S. B. Mathews and Emil Liebling propose
giving three illustrated lectures on the “ Development of
Piano Playing, in Chicago. The first, on February 13th,
was “ From Bach to Beethoven.”
—Dr. F. L. Hitter’s fourth lecture before the school of
Music, Vassar College, on February 17th, treated of
“ The Organ, and its Functions in the Church.” Mr. F.
Taff furnished the musical illustrations/
—Mme. Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler performed the
Rubinstein D minor concerto at Mr. Heimendahl’s sixth
and last Philharmonic concert, Baltimore. This enter-
prising organization announces four popular concerts to
be given soon.
—Mr. Fritz Giese, ’cellist, was the soloist of the
Fifth Baltimore Philharmonic Concert, playing Volkman’s
Violoncello Concerto. The orchestft, performed “ Rural
Symphony,” Goldmark; “ Jessenda” overture, Spohr;
and Second Rhapsody, Liszt.
•
—Miss Lucille Du Pr£, a very talented Scholarship
student in the College of Music, Cincinnati, Ohio, and
pupil of Mr. Henry Schradieck, has been recently on a
two-weeks’ concert tour with Madame RivAKing. They
visited a number of towns in Ohio.^
&
—The first Peabody concert was given at Baltimore
on January 28th. The “ Eroiea ” Symphony, and Liszt’s
“Tasso” were the chief features of the programme.
The orchestra numbers seventy members
;
among these
are several ladies as regular members.
—Miss^Abels Aus der Ohe played a request pro-
gramme before a Buffalo, N. Y., audience, lately. It
included Toccata and Fugue in D minor, Baeh-Tausig,
“Appassionato ” sonata, ninth “ Rhap'sodie BTongroise,
Liszt, and Moment Musicale, Flbrsheim.
summer. According to the contract signed on February
23d, the Orchestra, will receive $2,600 a week, and Herr
Seidl a salary of $10,000 for ten weeks, besides his living
expenses. A concert hall is to be built in which to give
the concerts.
—Miss Lucie E. Mawson, pianiste, of New York,
Miss Ida M, Mawson, soprano, and Miss Charlotte M.
Mawson, contralto, of Philadelphia, gave a very success-
ful concert in Philadelphia, January 26th. Miss Lucie
Mawson was very highly spoken of, as also the two
vocalists. The latter are pupils of Mias Alice Garrigue,
of New York. The Misses Mawson were assisted by the
Philharmonic Club, of New York,
—A course of four lectures on the “ History of the
Piano-forte and its Literature ” is being given at Miss Por-
ter and Mrs. Dow’s Young Ladies’ School, at Farmington,
Conn., by Mr. H. E. Krehbiel. The musical illustra-
tions at the first and second lectures, on February 9th
and March 16th, are to be performed upon an old clavi-
chord, a harpsichord and a virginal, by Mr. Bern.
Boekelmann, Director of the musical department. At
the third lecture, Mr. Richard Hoffman, and at the
fourth, Mme. Fanny Bloomfield will furnish the musical
illustrations.
FOREIGN.
.
—Henri Herz, the pianist and composer, died in Paris
on Jan. 6th.
—The “Heart of Stone” is the title of a new opera
by Ignaz Briill.
—Mmes. Schumann and Menter will both play in
London this season.
—Miska Hauser, the violinist, once so renowned, died
in Vienna, aged 65 years.
—It is said that Adelina Patti contemplates selling her
castle Craig-y-Nos, in Wales.
—The- Madrid Royal Music School has 2023 pupils,
among which 808 are pianiste.
Verdi’d “Otello ’Land Goldmark’s new symphony
in E flat were produced in Pesth.
—Tito Mattei, the song writer, has just finished his
comic opera on a Spanish subject.
—Mlle. Clotilde Kleeberg, the French pianist, is
concertizing in Germany with Sarasate.
—Georg Henschel has resigned hia professorship at
the Royal College of Music, London.
-
—The “ Hlahol,” a singing society in Prague, will
soon produce Liszt’s oratorio “ Christus.”
—Strassburg, in Alsace, enjoyed violin concerts both
by Sarasate and Caesar Thomson lately.
—Miss Meuk-Meyer, a grandniece of Anton Rubin-
stein and a pupil of Liszt, is the musical prodigy of
Vienna.
>
—The distinguished conductor, and pianist, Karl
Klindworth, gave his third Boston recital, the “ Liszt
Night,” with excellent effect. His programme included
the sonata in B minor, “ Valse Impromptu,” ballad in B
minor, concert study, “ Au Bord d’une Souree,” and
“ Sposalizio.”
—Mr. Fred. Bosoovitz gave a piano recital in Bos-
ton, including in his programme a number of selections
arranged from the Virginal, Spinet and Harpsichord
works of the old masters ; also four numbers of his own
composition, a Gavotte by Wolf, “ Idylle,” Massenet,
and “Cradle Song,” Schumann. 4
—The Buffalo Music Hall was formally dedicated on
February 7th. The Buffalo Orchestra, Prof. J. Lund,
director, and the united Buffalo singing societies, under
the leadership of Mr. Joseph Mischlca, participated.
Schubert’s “Rosamunde” overture and “Dialogue,”
B. Or. Klein, were played by the orchestra.
—Anton Seidl and the Metropolitan Opera House
Orchestra will furnish the music at Brighton Beach next
—Gounod is writing an Opera entitled 5 8 Charlotte
Corday.” This work is to replace, at the Opera Comique,
his “Romeo and Juliet,” the latter having been trans-
ferred to the Grand Opera.
—Prince Henry XXIV, of Renss, recently conducted
in person his symphony, at a Philharmonic concert at
Hamburg. The work is said to bear traces of thorough
study and skillful execution;"
—The Stockholm Opera Company has been giving a
aeries of performances in memory of Jenny Lind. Only
those works were chosen in which the distinguished
singer had enjoyed uncommon successes.
—The Concordia Singing Society, of Paris, conducted
by Mme. H. Fuchs and M. Widor, gave 'Bach’s Passion-
music (St, Matthew) with such success that it had to be
repeated, by request, in a second concert.
—Mm®. Marcella,Sembrich gave a concert in Vienna
on Jan. 5th. Hellmesberger led the orchestra. Mme.
Sembrich is now filling an engagement in Berlin, where
she is to appear in many of Mozart’s operas.
•
—Mme. Jenny Lind Goldschmidt’s personal property,
is valued at about $200,000. She bequeathed 50,000
Swedish crowns to the University of Upsala, Sweden, for
the maintenance of poor students, and 5000 crowns to
the University at Sana, Swedem
—The Carl Rosa Opera Company, with Marie Rose
and Georgina Burns as prima donnas, is doing well. It
is rumored that Rosa intends producing in England Mr.
Robert Goldbeck’s opera “Newport,” upon which
the composer has been spending much thought and
time in finishing touches.
—It is said that Massenet is writing an opera ex-
pressly for Miss Van Zandt, the libretto by Victorien
Sardou,
—Saint Saens’
.
“ Benvenuto Cellini ” is to be com-
pleted for the Paris Opera Comique by the end of August.
—Franz Rummel has been concertizing in England,
and played the Henselt concerto at Glasgow With Mr.
Mann’s orchestra.
—Vianesi, the conductor of the orchestra at the Paris
Opera, “basHreenr made a Chevalier of the Order of
Christ, of Portugal.
—The remains of Beethoven, Gluck and Schubert are,
at length, to be removed to the Central Cemetery,
Vienna, next spring.
—Julius Sachs, the composer of many lovely songs
and instrumental works, and a pianist as well, died at
Frankfort, aged 57 years.
—Victor Maurel will sail for America April 7th, to
take part in Verdi’s “Otello.” The opera will be given
at New York, Boston and Philadelphia.
—Victor Nessler is engaged in the composition of a
hew opera. The scenes are laid in Strassburg, when it
was a free city in the old German Empire.
—The celebrated organist of Westminster Abbey, Lon-
don, Dr. Bridge, has written a symphony, soon to be
played at Mr. Henschel’ s symphony concerts.
—The entire third act of Saint Saens’ opera, “Henry
VIII,” has been canceled by the direction of the Paris
Grand Opera and with the consent of the composer
!
—Lamoureux continues to offer the Parisians Wagner’s
music. Vorapiel to “ Parsifal ” and selections from
“ Du Meistersinger ” were on a recent programme.
—Miss Whitacre, the American soprano, Mme. Tre-
belli trtid Herr Hausmarm, the German ’cellist, have
formed a company that is to make a European tournee.
—Massenet’s oratorio “ Marie Magdaleine ” was re-
vived at a recent Chateld concert at Paris, after twelve
years had passed by since its last performance in that city.
—The concert given by Adelina Patti at the Paris
Opera Comique, for the benefit of the ^French Hospital
in London, is said to have netted the snug sum of 82,000
i
francs.
• KAIL 1LINBW0BTH,
About one year ago our musical community was
agreeably stirred, as it is so frequently stirred, by reports
from the Old World of music, the motherland ofthe art, by
the news that it was soon to entertain in its midst a mu-
sician, Mr. Karl Klindworth, celebrated over the length
and breadth of Europe, for his labors in the interests of
the divine art
;
a man, renowned as a teacher, as an
editor and ss an orchestral interpreter. This news was
hailed with pleasure, not only by all those to whom Chopin,
that unique writer for the piano-forte, had become famil-
iar thongh the Klindworth edition, bat by all music
lovers who revere and delight in meeting and commun-
ing with those great men whose names have become
household words wherever the art is worshipped.
With the advent of the musical season just ended, Mr.
Klindworth arrived, and, according to his announcements,
made shortly after his arrival, he gave three piano
recitals in Boston and New York, respectively. At once
our press entered upon a coarse of unanimous and un-
just censure. We have followed their action with much -
sorrow and regret. Mr. Klindworth’s programmes were
excellent, his audiences large and appreciative and his
performances imbued with that spirit of piety and intel-
ligence that he has ever manifested in the accomplish-
ments of a. long and active career devoted to the cause.
A life so diligently and usefully passed —fourteen years
alone were given to a professorahip at the Moscow Con-
servatory of Music and half as many more to a profes-
sor’s life in the German Capital, not to mention the ardu-
ous duties of a conductor of the Berlin Philharmonic
Concerts—must needs conflict with the development of
virtuosity purs and proper. The piano virtuoso
affords his hearers an hour of pleasure by his smooth
and elegant performances, is compelled tc> spend days,
nay, weeks' of trial in the solitude of his studio, toward;
gaining that end. Mr. Klindworth’s readings were lucid'
and musieianly, and must have been thoroughly eqjoy-
able to all who listened1 in reverence. An: is a”, »hi>
nothing ? And mast flot he appear less ; a' critic, but
rather a criticaster, who would condemn performances
containing such intrinsic worth for the absence of that
particular element, that is usually regarded as snch a
stumbling-stone in the path of this very musical press
itself? The hospitality of this power in our musical
! world has indeed been strangely displayed toward a musi-
cian whose experience and acknowledged position in
older musical .circles than ours must cause him rather to
smile upon its precocious vindictiveness. Why this atti-
tude should have been assumed—the raison d'etre of
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THE ETUDE 49
“ CRITICISM OF A PIAHO PLATER."
HENRY H. MORRILL,
Editor of The Etude :
While listening recently to a recital by one of oar great
players, X was impressed by some of the points in his
playing that may assist some of ns to test our own habits
in playing. The first thing I observed was the breadth,
elegance, brilliancy and accuracy of his Style
;
then, the
volume, quality, variety and purity of his Tone ; then his
Touch was clear, discriminating, elastic and sympathetic;
his Position was erect, free, dignified and easy; his
Phrasing was definite, clean, rounded and finished
;
his
Conception was direct, spontaneous, elevated and thought-
ful
;
Use of the Pedals was pure, moderate, judicious and
refined; his Technique was smooth, firm, fluent and
enduring
;
his Expression was noble, sustained, full of
repose, with delicate contrasts of light and shade, or
Nuance. Perhaps you can tell me whether his Interpre-
tation was subjective or objective, romantic or classic,
when X tell you his name—“ Sherwood,”
A 00BBE0II0N,
By a stupid inadvertence, The Etude’s answer to “E.
B.,” in the last number, contained the statement that the
chords in the Rubinstein Melodie “in F” never come
with the melody note. This is true of about half of
them. The other half do come with melody notes, and
involve the extremely important problem of discrimina-
tive emphasis. They are played by using a heavy, cling-
Icg^tmidh on the melody note, while the other notes,
struck ^simultaneously with it, are to be soft and some-
what staccato. This result is best effected by means of
the full touch, for which the Mason finger exercise
is excellent preparation. J. 0. F.
HEW PUBLIOATIQIS.
FAIR COLUMBIA. A National Hymn. R. E. Hen-
ninges. Published by the Author. Cleveland, 0
As stated by the author, this composition is a response
to “ repeated calls for an acceptable National Hymn,”
and is written for one voice or for full chorus.
As respects the aim to “keep the composition in as
popular a vein as the dignity of the subject will admit,”
no fault will be found with the composer, if simplicity
and lack of novelty are elements essential to popularity.
Aside from its reminiscent character, and, we think, its
undue simplicity, the composer’s work in this hymn is
good, except that in part measures but one of the voice
part and the corresponding measure of the chorus part
;
if Bb instead of Db had been taken im the bass on first
beat, the connection between this and the last beat of
the preceding bar would have been purer in the har-
monic sense.
OCTAVE STUDIES. Frank Mueller, Jr., op. 24.
Published by the Chicago Music Co.
These studies in octave playing, while hardly up to the
standard of works by Low and Doering, not to mention
those by Kullak, which, however, beibng to a higher
plane of technical attainment, will yet be found useful in
this department of piano-training. Thhre are six studies
in all, each having a definite purpose, quite melodious
and well composed.
The engraver’s work lacks exactness, particularly as
respects the added lines above and below the staff,
though absolute errors in notation are rare.
HYMNS OF THE FAITH. Houghton, Mifflin &
Co., Boston, Mass.
A selection of hymns intended solely for congrega-
tional singing. The compilers have done some careful
editing. There are three of them, two of whom are
E
rofessors in Andover Theological Seminary. The very
est music for congregational singing—both old and
new—is here found, coupled with appropriate words. A
glance at the index of authors will sho^ the character of
the work. Arthur Sullivan’s name appears 17 times
;
John B. Dyke, 64 times; Gounod, 4; Greatorex, 4;
Balhby, 81
;
while Bradbury and Emerson do not appear
at all.
There are selections from the Psalms, for chanting
which are arranged in accordance to the latent authorities
while the chants are of the best composers. With no
hasty examination of the book, we most heartily recom
mend it to choir masters, and others of our readers
who have some connection with church music.
Great pains have been taken to make the book attrac
tive in typography, and to give it a binding at once flex
ible and strong. The cover is light, and the book stays
open where desired
;
yet it is believed that, being stitched
tapes, the binding is pe
and. pleasantly flexible.-
' " '
THE HOLY VISION. By Gounod. Novello, Ewer
& Co., New York, N. Y.
A Christmas Song of moderate difficulty. It is com-
posed in Gounod’s best style, and will make an effective
Christmas solo for soprano or tenor voice.
Published by J. H, Rogers,: Cleveland, 0.:
—
1. FOREBODINGS, Edward Campion.
2. WHEN THE GOLDEN ROD’S AFLAME. Ed-
ward Campion.
3. THE VIKING. Edward Campion.
The above, both as regards ideas and working out*
belong to the better class of songs, suitable and safe to
use whether for the purpose of instruction or entertain-
ment. No. 1, for Soprano or Tenor, is a song of senti-
ment after the Abt pattern, having pleasing phrases with-
out special originality. Of No. 2, a waltz song for
soprano, when we have said that of its kind it is a good
specimen, pleasing and taking, without being musically
valuable, we have said all there is to say. No. 3, the
best of the group, for Baritone or Tenor, has bold, free
swing in melody and rhythm, suggestive of the impetuous
and tearless Norseman spirit, which will be welcome to
singers who have a strong vocal organ at command.
In all points of general excellence this edition is to be
especially commended. * C. P. H.
1. TWILIGHT. Song by “ Zatruc.” (No publisher
given.)
2. SONG WITHOUT WORDS AND MAZURKA.
By “ Zatruc.” Published by Schbmmel & Denike,
~ San Jose, Cal.
Here we have a simple song, with fairly good ideas,
which, in their presentation, show a somewhat unskill-
ful hand. The song suffers from careless proof-reading,
no less that seven misprints occurring in a three-page
piece, not counting omissions which should have been
supplied for the sake of clearness.
With respect to No. 2, it may be said, as above, the
ideas contained suffer from immature or unfinished presen-
tation. The “Song Without Words ” is the best. The
Mazurka has this peculiarity, that, though supposed to
be in the key of E minor, only one 4-bar phrase appears
in that key, the piece itself ending in the sub-dominant
key, A minor. The closing 4-bar phrase in first and
final subjects starts off with the chord of the Neapolitan
sixth in A minor (D F Bb), in which the inflected note
is indicated by A# in the melody, the accompaniment
<] playing Bb—a strange proceeding, to say the least. Bar-
ring one misprint, the edition of No. 2 is an accurate
one. - C. P. H.
MAZURKA. W. L. Blumenschein, Op. 27. Pub-
lished by S. Rrainard & Sons, Cleveland, Ohio.
,
Not of the dancing order of mazurka, but one char-
acterized by poetic content, after the manner of Chopin;
with respect to choice of harmonies, intelligent phrasing
and careful engraving, this mazurka is commended in all
points.
Published by The Poston Music Co. C. H. Porter.
Two songs, Op. 8 :
—
1. “IN WOODLANDS'! WANDER.” Heine.
2. “ SERENADE.” C. G, D. Roberts.
These songs are somewhat out of the beaten track.
With unaffected, flowing melodies, strictly within the
spirit of the lied, they yet introduce new features with
respect to key and chord relationship which are refresh-
ing and interesting. Besides this skill in the fluent pre-
sentation of remote relations, the composer is no less
happy in the invention of motives which well express the
poetic idea. We think, however, that the temptation
which more especially besets the composer—and this is a
compliment to kirn—is the tendency to allow his com-
mand of musical resources to carry him beyond the point
where music oversteps the bounds of artistic design. By
keeping himself weif in hand, he should be capable of
important work. ' C. P. H.
[For The Etude.]
SOME MUSICAL BLUNDERS.
Blunder Fifth.—To expect to getsomething for nothing
Let us say it another way : To expect to get something of
value for a thing of little or no value
;
that is, without
money or other pay. Thousands of people are trying
this dishonest and cowardly plan ; and when their final
and sure discomfiture comes they will find it too late to
turn back and begin the right way; and then they will think
themselves misused, after a life of semi -deception. This
applies to those students who wish to claim a first-rate
position after ft half-preparation. Only one who has
himself been successful can tell you the heedful steps to
a successful career. If you sail out your ship with a bad
chart and poor compass, do not wonder if you find your
self upon the rocks of a most bitter disappointment.
Abraham Lincoln said, “Nothing is settled until it is
settled right.” Though it is said in other language, it is
a wonder that the identical words are not found in the
Bible.
Blunder Sixth.—To suppose that lessons from the
best teachers cost more than those from half-educated
persons. Suppose you take one hundred lessons, at a
dollar each, from a commonplace teacher—total cost,
$100—or, twenty lessons of the best one, at five dollars
each—total cost, ditto. Some of the best teachers charge
but two or three dollars a lesson. Yet, in the latter case
you not only get the best knowledge from the best
authority, but many more things than the cheap teacher
could tell you in his whole lifetime
;
fbr the simple rea-
son that the best man knows of a thousand things the
other man has never even heard of. The total money
cost with a poor teacher is invariably more than with a
good teacher, saying nothing of comparing results.
Blunder Seventh.—To suppose that “ good luck ”
will supply deficiencies of education. Do you think that''
General Grant succeeded by good luck ? Did he not
have to wait for years, and see the others promoted over
him, when he knew all the time that he could do the
work better f He kept on hammering at Vicksburg
—
practicing his studies—until the call went forth for him
to “ come up higher and
—
please notice—he was
ready 1 He had been getting ready all the time, and it
was no good luck or fortune of war that did it, but well-
directed effort. Neither did he do the thjng without a
first-class education. He studied the whole matter with
the best teachers at West Point, and there was not a
spark of guesswork or good luck about it. A kindred
delusion is the one about genius, talent and Inspiration.
Read Poe's account of how he made (actually manufac-
tured) his wonderful poem of “ The Raven.” Beethoven
made his symphonies by a similar process. Genius they
undoubtedly had, but theyUearned their art with the
very best teachers, and the results were as inevitable as
the disappointment is certain with the half-educated.
Blunder Eighth.—To be afraid of difficulties. A
great philosopher has said: “ There is nothing to be
feared so ranch as fear.” Of course, do not start off
recklessly, but having put your hand to the plow, look
not back
;
remember, “As your day is, so shall your
strength be.” Of course it will be hard work, ofttimes
discouraging work, but ivhat of that ? All the success-
ful men and women in the world met that, and the others,
who ran into the house as soon as it began to storm,
haven’t been heard of very frequently in these latter
days.
Make thorough preparation, and get the Lord on your
side—and that can be had for the asking—and why
should you fear? Do you really think that anybody
could then defeat you and the Almighty ? Excuse the
seeming irreverence. 1 am only asking a philosophical
question. You will want to know details of the steps to
be taken in carrying out all this advice—how much time
it will take, how much money will it cost, etc. ? Write
to me, and I will gladly tell you ; or, perhaps, you will
see it in some future letter.
Your friend,
Eugene Thayer.
The undersigned would- like to hold, during the
months of July and August, Piano Institutes of one
week or two, in small cities. The course would com-
prise lectures on Musical History, the Theory of Piano
Teaching and the Nature of Classical Music, with illus-
trations. For courses of five lectures in each depart-
ment, occupying one week, the requirements would be
twenty members, at five dollars each, in addition to
which the class would be expected to furnish the neeea-
sary room* 4?or two weeks’ course, or for a larger num-
ber of members, the terms would be proportional. This
course is intended to meet the wants of residents of small
cities, where classical music is rarely heard and where
competent treatment of these subjects is rare, although
properly forming part of every musical education. In
•
, 1 place the knowledge and experience
gained In many years, at the disposal of students, so Sir .
as is practicable in the time designated. Address W. 8.
B. Matthews, 236 State street, Chicago.
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These two methods of teaching are represented by an equation whose
terms do not exactly balance. The teacher of the first kind will con-
tinually miss the development of talent which a different course of
instruction would have called into activity; that of the second will
constantly endeavor to awaken talent where talent does not exist. It is
for the individual to decide for himself whether the discomforts of the
latter process are more than compensated by the occasional delight of
complete gratification. In the opinion of the writer the compensation
is ample.
The composer differs from other musicians in this, that instead of
carrying on within himself discourses about music, as to its theories,
its composers, its knotty problems, etc., he thinks music, and thinks
music so clearly that he perforce must write it down, in order that others
may share In the product of his fancy. We must not forget that the
compositions published by any composer, even the greatest, are only a
small part of the compositions which have played themselves through in
his thought. Many of these, no doubt, were heard but once, having
been called into activity by some momentary stimulus in the environ-
ment. Others have haunted his fancy for days, and it may be for weeks,
eluding his earlier efforts to write them out, and yielding only to long
reflection. This it must have been which took place In Beethoven’s
case, as shown by his note books. For instance, the beautiful air of
Schiller’s “ Hymn to Joy,” in the finale of the Choral Symphony, was
noted many times, at intervalsj" before it assumed the form in which
Beethoven finally used it in the score. At the last noting he marked it
“ This is the one.” What did this mean ? Had he only now been able
to shape a refractory bit of material into form ? Or was it only now that
he had been able to reproduce correctly a melody dimly heard in his
inner consciousness some time before ? Most likely the latter. So, too,
the corrections which Beethoven was never able to find the end of, so
long as he kept a score by him, are to be understood as the successive
approximations to an ideal clearly conceived, but of which in the hurry
of writing some little particular had escaped him. Many of these alter-
ations are of a very slight nature, almost analogous to the crumpled rose
leaf which disturbed the sleep of the gentleman of Sybaris. A single
note is taken from one instrument and given to another, while the note
of the other is given to the first. Changes of this kind were based upon
the consideration that in the particular part of the compass of the instru-
ments, one way or another would change the emphasis upon the differ-
ent members of the chord, owing to the effect of the instruments In
different registers. A horn note a little too high, for example, might
sound too loud, a bassoon note too low might sound grotesque, etc.
The student of music will never tire of admiring the nicety with
which the great masters have reproduced their conceptions. Schubert is
a shining example of this kind. Without having heard his finer compo-
sitions, he shows, nevertheless, a progressive mastery of the finer effects
of orchestral shading, wonderful, when one considers how little aid he
derived from hearing music. His symphonies have a distinctive color-
ing, due to his use of the wind instruments, and a delicacy of shading
which at times is not inferior to the very happiest of Beethoven’s. The
unfinished symphony, for example, is a work as delicate as a Madonna
by Raphael, and less earthly in its beauty. Nothing more exquisite
could be imagined. The wonder in Chopin’s case is less, that he should
devise an original way of playing, or rathef new effects attainable by
methods of playing, only slightly different from those prevalent in his
day, for he had the pianoforte under his fingers, and could try every-
thing and compare the method of writing with the effect itself, at his
leisure. Beethoven and Wagner, also, enjoyed a varied experience in
the orchestra, in their earlier years, which enabled them to judge at
sight of the effect of this, that, or the other combination. Berlioz, on the
contrary, created his instrumentation out of his own material, having
comparatively little experience with orchestral work from within
; never-
theless, he was a born tone colorist, and a born leader. He knew to a
fraction what would do, and what would not do. He knew when to
break rules, and when to follow them. It was the same with Mozart,
who never played in an orchestra. Yet he knew instinctively what com-
binations of instruments would produce the effects he desired.
What happened in these cases ? Were these geniuses superior to all
dependence upon incitation from without? Did they know by instinct
^
how a combination of instruments, would sound, without having had any
aid in forming an idea of their individual powers ? Nothing of the sort.
This would be to claim too much for them. The probability appears to
be that they had hearing apparatuses of exceptional quickness and
retentiveness. A mere hint was enough for them. When they had heard
an instrument once, they remembered its quality, and, as happened in the
case of Berlioz, were able to picture to themselves the manner in which
flew and peculiar effects could be produced by means of it. Berlioz, also,
took account of the effect of doubling and redoubling the instruments
of a particular kind, and in this way originated grand effects peculiarly
his own.
It may already have occurred to the thoughtful reader that this
account of the psychological relations of music stops short, just as all
accounts stop short, of a full account of the transactions between the
bodily apparatus and the spiritual relations attending its use. It is a long
way between the sub-conscious weighing and measuring of musical rela-
tions, as to their agreements or disagreements in pitch, power, length
and frequency, to the higher enjoyment of a truly artistic pleasure in
music itself. In the latter case the feelings are touched, and moved upon
in a multitude of ways, as evanescent as the changes of a sunset sky, and
apparently as unconditioned by material relations. Nevertheless, the
sunset sky, however gorgeous in color, is the product of unchanging laws
of the reflection and refraction of light, and our appreciation of it rests
primarily upon our exercise of the faculty of seeing. Still, when the eye
has done its work, and when the brain cells have coordinated the Impres-
sions to their final resolution, there is a wide interval between this opera-
tion and the sense of exhilaration which we experience in watching the
changing colors, the shades of ineffable hue, and the suggestions of infinite
glories, called up by the splendid spectacle. Here we come upon a
ground which as yet we cannot measure and define. The spectacle
' delights us, and we are glad. The delight somehow relates itself to an
agreeable exercise of the sensg of sight ; but this inner something which
the glorious vision calls up in the mind, or awakens in the fancy, is not
to be accounted for upon materialistic grounds alone. Somehow, in a
way as yet unanalyzed, the vision has touched the springs of feeling.
Why it touched them, more than some other spectacle equally active
upon the sense of sight, we cannot explain.
It is the same with music. After we have weighed and measured a
Beethoven symphony, as to its tone lengths, its color, its successions of
chords—-measured and analyzed it with such accuracy that an imitation
of It could be constructed upon scientific principles—-there is an element
of delight in hearing it, a movement of the feelings in listening to it,
which the imitation would entirely miss. Here we come upon an evi-
dence of subtile relations which elude our analysis. All that we can say
is, that music has relations to feeling.
Certain composers have understood this relation, or more accurately,
have had an intuition of it, in such clearness as to be able to address
themselves to this higher faculty of musical apprehension. This has been
the case with all the great composers. They have spoken, like the word
of old, to “ those who have ears to hear.” Now it is not possible to call
up the ability of being affected in this higher way by music, in individ-
uals who do not possess it. The most that can bed one is to cultivate the
more purely technical acts of hearing, on which a true apprehension of
music depends, and to furnish them with an assortment of impressions
derived from highly imaginative works by composers, who had this intui-
tion, in the hope that later, when the&e qualities of musical discourse have
had time to find their level within them, they will gradually come to a
higher or deeper appreciation of music, and be moved by the feelings
which the combinations of the tone poet were intended to awaken. This
form of musical cultivation cannot be done rapidly.
In this connection it may not be amiss to call attention to the fact*,
that American pupils, as compared with others, have a high degree of
talent, even in these higher aspects. The nervously impressionable organ-
ization of the American girl, and her responsive muscular apparatus,
enables her to seize and reproduce combinations which, according to all
experience of European pedagogues, ought to be far beyond her for many
• t
years, if not forever. There is also in the American organization an
instinctive appreciation of finish, as we see illustrated in our partiality for
splendor, in our homes, railway carriages, and in all public places, far
beyond that of any other country. This, also, is closely allied to the
activity of sense upon which art appreciation primarily rests. It can also
be said for the American, that he is the most imaginative of men, excepting
possibly the German. This shows Itself in his business conduct, his irre-
pressible taste for speculation,- his ability to seize the future and discount
it, as he is continually doing. This mental and nervous activity has
only to be differently directed to give him a great advantage in art
appreciation over other nations not so richly endowed with responsive-
ness to evanescent impressions of the kind we have been considering.
In such a nation, moreover, the production of good composers is
only a question of time, and of no very long time at that. The quick-
ness of apprehension which has enabled the American student to gain the
commendation of his European masters, will presently exhibit itself in
the production of tone poems, having in them a true transcript of our
national life in all its amplitude and energy. Should such a form of art
be created, it will not have to wait for recognition. In the nature of the
case, music of this kind would appeal immediately to the American mind
with a directness and power impossible to music representing any other
form of mind. There would be no need of protective societies, upon the
trades union plan, for encouraging the consumption of this kind of music.
Representing the national life, and the American fancy, it could not fail
to find its public ready and willing to welcome it. Upon this larger
scale, it would be only a question of a correspondence between these
works and their environment. The same-' principle which induces the
resonator to answer to a certain tone would operate here. The answer
would be inevitable. Vv
This rapid survey of the psychological relations of music would be
incomplete without reference to the causes and the processes by which
music has been developed to the commanding position of completeness
in which we now find it. Upon this point it may be proper to say in the
beginning, that the history of music plainly points to the feet that music
has been developed in obedience to a twofold cause. There has been
within man a desire for music, and £n apparatus outside him capable of
stimulating and feeding this desire. Musical progress has kept step with
the progressive improvement of musical apparatuses. As instruments have
improved, music itself has improved. As music has improved, the emotions
of delight ' in its exercise have become more and more complicated,
and consequently have occupied the attention of the hearer more and more.
It appears that the sensory apparatus itself has been greatly improved.
The probabilities are that the exercise of following musical combinations
has led to the establishment of habits of comparing impressions over a
wider range than formerly, and this, again, has induced composers, who
always occupy the position of vanguard in the army of tones, to add new
complications to their works. Without the desire for music, there would
have been no instruments, no improvement in them, and none of these
elaborate capacities for comparing and weighing one set of impressions
over against another. Through the cooperation of both elements, the
sensory apparatus has been improved in even step with the sound-producing
apparatuses, and the capacity of the average man has followed after, with
step somewhat slower, but still not far behind. This is not to say that
man is the creature of the environment. For, while the environment has
to furnish man with his material of thinking, his own personal environ-
ment is in great degree a matter of choice, according as he directs his
attention to this, that, or the other element in it. Man is the creator of
his own art, as well as of his civilization in all other respects. It is the
desire of improvement which has to be accounted for, and which cannot
be accounted for upon materialistic grounds. Why man alone, of all
animals, should have a capacity for self-education, is one of those ques-
tions which it would be futile to attempt to answer. It is quite certain,
however, that this quality of perfectabillty is one of the most distinguish-
ing traits of mankind, and in no province of his activity is it more strik-
ingly illustrated than in that of fine art ; and among the fine arts, in none
more strikingly than in that of music-
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EXAMIHATIOH FOE ASSOCIATESHIP—(Continued).
XII. Work out the following bass in four parts, and
mark with Roman numerals :
—
1— j
6 6
—
9 8 7 6
r-*-!
-
L
^
XIII. Harmonize the following choral for four voices,
in vocal score :
—
Wie sehfia leucht’una
/*?N
I. What is indicated by the following sketch ?
II. Supply the names to each subdivision indicated by
the brackets in the following sketch, state what
the whole constitutes, add define each subdivision.
/V\ iVS
1.
A soprano in florid counterpoint.
* . *
2. A-bass of four against one.
—<g~- -
-ig-j
—jsr
|
VI. Write to the following cantus firmus a tenor part in
syncopation
;
transpose in the octave, and add an
alto, note against note :—
IV. Carry out the following motive, either rhythmically
or as a melody, at your option, so that it shall form
a period
;
mark subdivisions with brackets and
designations :
—
J~7~3 J J
|
JL A
VI. Reconstruct the following so that it shall form a
melodic period
;
supply the time signature, divide
into measures, with due regard to the best adjust-
ment of the accents
;
indicate in terms the subdivi-
sions and change the value of the initial note in such
sections as you think require it :
—
VI. If the following tone
times in a second, tgg-
be the nuitfeejr of
m vibrates 512what would
vibrations of
the following tone in three seconds?
IV. Indicate the difference between the following meas-
ures :•
—
iflllt:
iiczqe
VIII. Write out in full the bast rendition of the folio wing
final tone
fUll
IX. Indicate by ‘means of figure* (1; 2), in the following
example, which are Ties (1), and which are Slurs (2).
*—
j
=i '-SF1
uzzp:- 4-
-f- ...
-
_
V. Write, in notes, the harmonics of G as a fundamental
which exist between the following pitches : -
m
-m~- —
' —
——
'• JT
the following example. Write in correct ihno :
—
Uga-g!
XV. Introduce an Appoggiatura before each note in the
following example - ••
ft
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53 THEE ETUDE.
PIANO TEACHING.
BY
F. LE COUPPEY. .
Y.
THE STUDY OF TECHNIQUE.
However gifted the pupil may be, however
rich the talent which nature has bestowed upon
him, if practice has not made his fingers flex-
ible, if by persevering work he has not over-
come all the difficulties of execution, not only
will there be a height of perfection to which he
will never attain, but sooner or later his progress
will be arrested by unforeseen obstacles. The
study of technique, therefore, must enter largely
into the plans of every student who aspires to
brilliant results
;
a quarter or, better still, a third
of the time devoted to the piano should be given
to it. On this point the teacher will sometimes
meet with resistance, for it must certainly be
acknowledged that the practice of exercises is
dry and unattractive, and the pupil, in his ignor-
ance, will often dispute the usefulness of it. If
this opposition cannot be overcome by per-
suasive means, if the pupil is not yet old enough
to listen to the teachings of experience and
reason, the instructor should adopt a more
decided course of action and insist on the
mechanical parts being practised in his presence.
The teacher who seldom asks for scales and
exercises may be certain that his pupils, left to
themselves, play them more rarely still
;
.but, on
the other hand, the teacher who adheres to the
excellent method of opening each lesson by
spending some minutes on gymnastics for the
fingers will obtain good results in the very cases'
where simple advice would be unheeded.
Success will nearly always justify his expec-
tations, and pupils unwittingly induced by the
force of habit, will, little by little, and of their
own accord, be led to reproduce the order of
work adopted at the lessons, in their tegular
practice, and thus a good cause is gained. For
the development of the technique the exercises
should be practised in a very moderate tempo,
the only way of acquiring a good articulation
and perfect equality. A close attention is also
indispensable, for it is a grave error ter believe
that the end is accomplished because the fingers
,
are moved during a stated time. Kalkbrenner,
in his method, advises pupils to read while prac-
tising exercises, but I cannot agree with the
opinion of this illustrious master. I think that
too much care and reflection cannot be brought
to the work. If the attention is relaxed, if the
mind is distracted, the fingers act mechanically,
and will only acquire, in a very imperfect
manner, the essential qualities of a good touch.
A Last Word.—When the exercises are
practised in the professor’s presence, it would be
well for him to accompany the pupil with one
hand, an octave above. In this way the pupil
will keep up the movement without accelerating
or retarding, and will strive to imitate the model
which he has before his eyes; he will learn to
practise slowly and correctly, a very ..valuable
acquisition, and he will be less wearied than in
seeing his teacher motionless at his side.
I believe I have sufficiently enlarged upon this
subject. The aim of this book being to guide
young teachers in the beginning of their career,
rather than to instruct in the art of piano play-
ing, I must refrain from all technical discussion.
For this I would refer to my fjcole du Mican-
isme, the preface of which contains an exposition
of the fundamental principles and directions for
obtaining a good tone froitMffie piano.
YI.
THE UTILITY OF COLLECTIONS OF ISTUDES.
VARIOUS COUNSELS.
,
The use of collections of fitudes has now taken©
so important a place in piano teaching, that
I mfist here present a few reflections on the sub-
ject. ?
Etudes, properly so called, are a modern in-
vention. It is about half a century since the
Cramer 6tudes brought into use this new sort
of composition, which embodies the principle of
presenting special difficulties within narrow
limits. Since that period pianists of rare merit
have followed in the footsteps of this celebrated
composer, but sometimes purposely modifying
the original character of the work which they
have taken as a model, and giving to the word
6tude a broader and more extended signification.
In our day, numerous publications have ap-
peared under various titles, such as Etudes of
Style, Etudes of Technique
,
Characteristic Etudes,
Etudes for Small Hands
,
etc., etc.
It must be acknowledged that advancement
in this direction has been of great assistance in
piano teaching, and that under the modest title
of Etudes, the great pianists of our day have pro-
duced some of their finest inspirations. A vast
number of excellent 6tudes exist, suitable for
all ages and for all stages of progress, but 1
do not think it wise to give too minute direc-
tions on the use of them, for everything depends
upon the taste of the pupil, his ability, the end
desired, and many other circumstances. It is
for the teacher to make a judicious choice, to
look carefully for what is necessary either to
destroy a rooted fault or to develop any bud-
ding ability. For example, to the pupil whose
execution is faulty, he should give a set written
specially for finger gymnastics, and he should
take another collection for phrasing, shading
and accentuation, for the pupil whose musical
taste is scarcely awakened. Sometimes it will
be useful to use two sets at the same time, one
for mechanism, the other for style—a proceeding
which is very successful in many cases. Thus
I have often obtained excellent results from re-
quiring these two collections of 6tudes to be
studied at the same time. The Art of Separat-
ing the Fingers
,
by Czerny, and the Etudes of
Expression, by Stephen Heller (op. 47).
Authors of indisputable talent have published
voluminous collections of Etudes, whose books,
arranged progressively, lead from the first princi-
ples to the highest difficulties in the art of piano
playing. I do not approve the exclusive use of
these collections. I believe that a musical edu-
cation is incomplete when it is based solely upon
any one composer’s productions. But in ex-
pressing this opinion it is, of course, understood
that I do not intend to criticise the works -of
any particular artist. I simply state a princi-
ple too true to admit of dispute. Every com-
poser has his peculiar characteristics, his own
particular melodic turns, some harmonies that
he affects, and even when he attempts to change
his style he falls back, without knowing it, into
his old familiar forms.
Pupils, on their side, in studying one compo-
ser to the exclusion of all others, receive, so to
speak, a reflection of his individuality, identify
themselves with his manner, and become, for
this very reason, unfitted to comprehend the
works of a different character. We frequently
meet children who, never having played any
other music than Bertini’s 6tudes, are quite un-
able to interpret properly the simplest phrase
by another composer. I believe that it is essen-
tial to have some variety in the choice of works
which are used in teaching, for in this way the
musical feeling and intelligence are more effi-
ciently developed, and that monotony is avoided
which so often produces ennui and distaste for
practice.
Many teachers give, on principle, 6tudes to
be practised that are of a higher degree of diffi-
culty than their pupil’s powers really warrant.
They doubtless expect to obtain more rapid
progress by setting up a loftier aim, which can
only be attained by ^doubled efforts. I do
not agree with this opinion. No talent will
be pure and correct if from the first lessons
the teacher has not sought to inspire the taste
for perfection
;
for without this taste, the pupil
who attempts too difficult music is contented
with a moderate degree of perfection, which is
a fatal thing in the study of any art. Little by
little he will lose the sentiment of the true and
the beautiful, and will end by accepting medioc-
rity as the highest goal of his ambition. It is,
I must repeat, of the highest importance to
proportion the music employed in teaching to
the powers of the pupils, but however easy this
music may be, it will still be too difficult for
him, if he does not know how to practise. This
is a point which others can seldom be made to
see. The habit of practising too quickly is a
fault that teachers have incessantly to struggle
against, and since advice to pupils in regard to
this is almost always thrown away, more direct
means must be resorted to. It will be well, for
example, for the teacher to require every pas-
sage containing any particular difficulty to be
repeated during the lesson slowly and separately,
especially if these passages require a certain
rapidity of execution. Every teacher should
also be acquainted with the way in which, his
pupils practise in his absence, for although the
progress may depend largely upon the number
of hours devote* to the practice, it depends still
more upon the care, the application, and the
zeal that are brought to it.
\
IX.
THE ADVANTAGES OF EXERCISING THE MUSICAL
MEMORY.
In the musical entertainmentsof which we have
spoken in the preceding chapter, shall the pupils
play from memory, or shall they prudently keep
the piece they are performing under their eyes ?
This question is connected with a principle of
teaching to which I should like to call the at-
tention of young teachers at this point.
A few years since professors positively for-
bade their pupils to play without their notes,
and it was even rare for a virtuoso to depend
upon his memory alone when he was heard in
public. To-day the contrary custom prevails,
and a sort of disfavor is attached to an artist
who dares not appear in concert without the
help of his note® The influence of eminent
masters, whose efforts tend continually to the
perfecting of the art, has brought about this
sudden change of opinion. Not limiting them-
selves in the name of progress to fighting against
the old errors, to destroying the old prejudices,
they have sought to make certain innovations
prevail to a due extent, whose abundant advan- ,
tages are now undisputed.
Nothing less than the power of routine, that
inert force so hard to overcome even by con-
fronting it with the evidence of facts, could
have prevented the recognition of the inconve-
niences accompanying the habit of always play-
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ing from the notes. It is easy to understand
how the physical action, so to speak, of reading,
leads to a division of the attention, to a weaken-
ing of thought, just when all the faculties
should, on the contrary, be concentrated with
energy on the one idea of interpretation. More-
over, many accidents, such as striking false
notes, are likely to result from the alternate
movement of the eyes, raised too often to the
music at the moment when the fingers should
be watched
;
the act alone of turning the leaf
is a danger.
We have seen the difficulties arising from
being too closely confined to the notes
;
letfus
now, on the other hand, examine into the ad-
vantages proceeding from the exercise of the
memory.
Children, it is well known, are not studious
in general, and it is almost insensibly that they
must be led to form industrious habits—habits
which are to be of inestimable benefit in the
future.
Experience proves that in requiring young
pupils to commit to memory the piece they have-
studied through with the notes, you obtain from
them, almost without their knowing it, a perse-
verance in the work that would otherwise have
been asked for in vain. Pupils will submit to
this rule with less fatigue and weariness
;
for
though the piece is not changed, it is at least
presented in another form, from aStifferent
point of view, and the thirst for variety, so uni-
versal in children, is thus satisfied to- a certain
extent. In this way pupils- study more
thoroughly
;
they accustom themselves little by
little to careful and attentive practice, and ac-
quire that taste for perfection which cannot be
inspired too early in them.
This method, however, is invested with a
danger that ought to be noted. Young pupils
are often found endowed with a retentive mem-
ory, yet, at the same time, able to read only with
great difficulty. Frequently the ear will retain
what the eyes and the fingers have not yet
learned, and many troubles and inaccuracies are
liable to result, which will keep the teacher
constantly on the watch. It should be im-
pressed upon the pupils mind, that he must
play a thing very well with the music before
attempting to play by heart, that he must learn,
and not simply retain
,
and to do this, he must
compare the phrases, the paasages, the forms,
establish analogies or differences, create starting-
points—in a word, he must analyze what he exe-
cutes. By this mode of study a pupil will ac-
quire a perfectly sound memory, and even learn
easily things that appear to be very difficult.
TO SUBSCRIBERS.
The Etude .has been before the musical profession
about six years. Since the initial issue the character of
the journal has remained unchanged, its scope has broad-
ened, its resources extended, and its general usefulness
increased. The profession,ffiom the beginning, has given
its hearty support, until now every teacher in- the land
knows of The Etude. Its recognition abroad has been
most encouraging. The number of paying subscribers of
The Etude is, perhaps, not equaled by any other journal
in the country. The future is most propitious. We pro-
pose to give our readers tlje best thoughts onjrnus sal
education that enterprise and money can procure.
All countries and languages are being searched for suit-
able material. The Etude is now firmly established, edi-
torially and financially, and will continue on its career
of usefulness for years to come, unless something unfore-
seen prevents. What we yet desire from our sub-
scribers and friends is their cooperation in extending the
subscription list. There is scarcely a teacher who has
not some pupils that would be benefited by reading
The Etude. It is as much a journal for pupils as
teachers. Many teachers have for years sent us clubs of
subscribers composed of pupils, but the practice is not
general. We could call the attention of the teachers to
this fast. It is a matter of mutual benefit; the pupil
derives . inspiration for
. higher and better study, the
teacher’s work is made pleasanter, and we are enabled to
give a larger amount of reading matter. Let every sub-
scriber who has pupils to teach urge the importance of
reading The Etude. The season is drawing to a close,
and nothing will help more to keep up an interest through
the summer than reading of healthy musical literature.
We make a deduction to those sending in lists of sub-
scribers, ag follows; 2 subscribers, $1.36; 6 subscribers,
$1 .25 each; 10 subscribers, each, and 15 subscri-
bers, |1.07 each. If a premium is desired, instead of
cash deduction, a Premium List will be sent on applica-
tion.
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CONCERT PS0G1AMMES.
#
Hollins Institute, Hollins
,
Fa., Pupils of
Hr. H. H. Haas.
Persiscber March, Greenfeld
;
Phantasie, Op. 103,
Schubert
;
Impromptu, Op. 7, Kwast ; Rhapsodic Espag-
nole, Liszt: Fantasie, No. 18, Mozart; L’Infatigable,
Czerny; Andante Elegiaque, Wollenhaupt; Nocturne,
Op. 38, No. 1, Jensen ; Haberbier’s Norwegian Peasant
Dance ; Quadrille, Op. 174, No. 2, Raff ; Yisegrad ; No.
11, Soliman No. 9, Hero, Yolkman ; Romance, Kwast;
3, Yalse Serenade, Godard; Les Ondines, Lysberg
;
Nocturno, Brassin; 2d Valse Brillante, Heller; Au Matin,
Godard; Paeme du Souvenir, EL Hofman
;
Vogue la
Gal&re, Op. 20, No. 6, S. Moszkowski ; Peissfee Fugitive,
Bargiel
;
Romance and Etude, Thalberg
;
Trompeter of
Saeckingen, H. Hofman; Souvenir de Hapsal, Op. 2,
No. 3, Tsha'lkowski ; Impromptu from Op. 54, H. Hof-
man; First Valse. Op. 26, B. Godard; Valse Impromptu,
Raff; Ballade, Volkman
;
Agitato, Op- 15, Sehulhoff;
Yar. and Fugue, Paderewski; Laendler, Op. 174, No- 5,
Raff; Le Bal : Polonaise, Rubinstein; Novelette, Op.
21, No. 6, Schumann; Fantasie, Op. 15, Schubert ; Ga-
latea. Jensen
;
Gondellied, Richter; Yalse Arabesque,
Streletzki
;
Magic Bells, Haberbier
;
Cantique d’Amour,
S. Moszkowski; Yalse L’AHemagne, Op. 82, No. 5,
Rubinstein.
,
The Misses Mawson
,
Pianistes, Wilmington, Del.
Sonata, D major, Op. 10, No. 8, Beethoven ; The
Gipsies, Brahms
;
The Years at the Spring, Cgcile S.
Hartog
;
Rendi Sereno al Ciglio, Haendel
;
Wohiri, Schu-
bert
;
Bourree, Bach
;
Sonata, D minor. No. 9, Scarlatte;
Arabesque, Op. 18, Schumann ; Capriccio, B minor,
Brahms
;
Toccatina, Op, 19, Rheinberger
;
Omio Dolce
Ardor, Gluck
;
Sunset, Dudley Buck
;
Pres des Ramparts
de Seville (Carmen), Bizet
;
Nocturne, C sharp minor,
Op. 27, No. 1, Chopin ; Yalse, Aflat major, Op. 64, No.
3, Chopin; Scherzo, E major, Op. 54, Chopin; Friend-
ship, Marzials
;
The Clouds, Carraciolo
;
Nearest and
Dearest, Carraciolo; Rhapsodie Hongroise No. 12, Liszt.
Tenth Pupils' Recital at Lewis' Music Institute
,
Wichita
,
Kansas. A. W. Sickner, Director«
Piano Solo, Yar. on Himmel’s Ada to Alexis, Hunten;
Piano Solo, Mazurka, Sherwood
j
Guitar Solo, Elsie
Waltzes, Hayden
;
Song, Bohemian Girl (Organ and
Piano accompaniment), Balfe
;
Piano Solo; Nocturne,
Op. 9, No. 2, Chopin ; Organ Solo, (a) Arietta, Hunten
;
(6) Wedding Mdreh (from Huguenots), Meyerbeer
Piano Duett, Fantasia, Schumann ; Piano Solo, Sonata
No. 6, Mozart ; Guitar Solo, Sebastopol, Carassi
Piano Solo, Prelude No. 24, Bach ; Two Pianos, 8
Hands, Tarrentella, Rheinberg.
Milwaukee
,
Wis
.
,
School of Music, by Dr. Louis Maas.
Fantasia in C major, Op. 17, Schumann, 1810-1856;
(a) Auf clem Wasser au Bingen, (b) Du Bist Die Run,
(c) Gretchenj (d) Erlkoenig, (ej Valse, Schubert,, tran-
scribed by Liszt
;
Polonaise in E, Lisst ; Carneval, Op.
9, Schumann ; («) Impromptu, B flat. Op. 5, No. 2, (o)
Okne East und Rah. Op. 2, No. 2, Mass ; Bercuse (Cra-
dle So Kg) Etude, C minor (for the left hand), Chopin:
Waldesrausehen, Venezia e Napoli (Oanzonetta ana
Tarantella), Liszt.
Alfred Centre, N. Y. Wardner Williams.
Prelude, E minor, Op. 85, Mendelssohn ; “ O Thou
Sublime, Sweet Evening Star,” from “ Tannhauser,”
Wagner; Sonato Appossionata, Op. 67, Beethoven;
Nocturne, Op. 76, No, 8, Rubinstein; “Mediation,”
Violin and Piano, Bach-Gounod: “The Erl King,”
Schubert
;
Etude, D flat, Op. 26, No. 9, Impromptu, A
flat. Op. 20, Valse, Op. 70, No- 8, Polonaise, c sharp
minor, Op. 26, No', l. &pcturne. Op. 16, No. 2, Chopin.
DubuqutfDnoa, Academy of Music.
Duet, Tanzchen im Freien, Lichner
;
Scene Bohemi-
enne, Kuhe ; In the Mill, Lange ; Piano Trio, Valse,
Streabbog
,
Allegretto, Alla Turca, Mozart ; Vocal Duet,
Ave Sanctissima, Hemans : Impromptu, Op. 90, No. 6,
Schubert : Gavotte Louis XV, Maurice Lee ; Song, The
Broken. Pitcher, Pontet
;
Valse liente, Delibes; (a)
Romance, Rubinstein ; (6) Mazurka, Mossskowski ; D«o
(2 pianos), Danse Macabre, C. Saint Sacns.
Pupils of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boyle, Ottawa
,
Kansas.
(a) Yalse, Op. 69, No. 2, (b) Nocturne, Op. 87, No.
1, Chopin; (a) Unfinished Song, Cowen; (6) Venetian
Song, Randegger
;
(a) Mazurka, B flat major, Godard
;
(b) Grillen (Whims), Schumann
;
(a) Titania, Wely
;
e
) Traumerei, No. 7, Op. 2, Schumann ; («), Love’s
ternity, Rotoli
; (6) The Beacon, Watson; (a) Nov-
elette in E major, Schumann
; (5) Presto Movement
Senate, Op. 2, No. 1, Beethoven.
Miss M. M, Ritchie, Danville
,
Ky.
Piano Solo, Yalse Caprice, E flat, Rubinstein; Vocal
Solo, Angels ever Bright and Fair, Handel
;
Piano Solo,
Sonate Pathdtique, Beethoven
;
Piano Duet; La Sultana
Valse, De Kontski
;
Vocal Solo, “ Thine Eyes so Blue
and Tender,” Lassen; Impromptu, Aflat, Schubert;
Rondo Brillante, B flat, Weber.
Howe’s Instructor.—This work deserves more atten-
tion than the usual passing publisher’s notes. That it is
written by a practical teacher of experience would be
sufficient to merit attention.
The introduction is modestly prepared, and claims no
more than is really presented in the succeeding pages.
The theoretical part is full and ample, but not too vol-
uminous to weary the pupil. It is certainly a good plan
to place upon one page the correct positions of the arm,
hand and fingers, together with a. few bad positions of
the same, that the artistic sense of the beauty of form
and position may be reviewed, and a taste created in,
rather than urged upon, the pupil. It is the intention of
the author to make this page even more instructive in
future collections.
It is not needful that we should go over the fine points
of the genera! arrangement of the praiical matter, un-
less it is to compliment the progressiveness of each step,
the introduction of beautiful Duets for Teacher and Pupil,
and the giving of an exercise and then its immediate
introduction in a following interesting selection. It
might be better in many cases, to give Number 33 after
Number 41, or perhaps even later. Although the third
and fourth measures of Number 39" may seem very diffi-
cult for the ordinary pupil, it will do him no harm to
work over this passage for a long time.
The chapter devoted to Scale Formation, rules regard-
ing the same, and their rhythmical introduction (upon
which subject teachers differ), is to be commended. An
occasional Choral! gives the student practice in four- part
reading. RapiaStaecato
,
often uninteresting to the
pupil, is made interesting by using a familiar song for
melodic elaboration.
Exercise, Study and Recreation follow each other with
such method that the pupil is unconsciously *ied along,
step by step, to a higher grade of execution and artistic
expression.
The few typographical errors that present themselves
in every first edition of a new work will be corrected in
the second edition. The electro- plate work is very clear
and in good taste, and, in fact so is the engraved portion.
The work is a fitting preparation for the Technic by the
same author, and we take pleasure in recommending
both to the overworked teacher throughout the country.
We have had manufactured especially for teachers a
pocket metronome. This is the most useful article wa
nave yet presented to the consideration of our readers.
The instrument is simple, neat and inexpensive. It
consists of a small nickel case, about the size and weight
of a silver dollar, but double its thickness, with a coil
tape measure and spring. When in use, the ease is used
as a pendulum, The scale is the same as Maelzel’s
Standard. This is a convenient article that should be
possessed by every piano teacher as well as choir leaders.
The price charged is within reach of all, only -50 cents.
This, however, is the net price postpaid. No deduc-
tion whatever to the profession. Similarly constructed
metronomes sell usually for f1.00. Besides the usual
metronome marks, this metronome gives the correct tem-
po of the various dances—the waltz, polka, mazurka, etc.
Any one sending two subscribers will receive one of these
metronomes as a gill. In renewing your subscription
bear this in mind.
Howard’s Course in Harmony is finally completed.
This work was begun with the second issue ofThe Etude,
about five years ago,. Since then the author has been
steadily at work on iL There has been several editions
of the incomplete work issued, from which more than
2000 copies were sold. The work has been adopted as
the texi-book in harmony in a number of the fading
conservatories of music ; among them may be mentioned
The New England Conservatory of Music, The Detroit
Conservatory of Music, The Cleveland School of Music,
besides a large number of colleges. It is decidedly the
most popular work on harmony in the English language.
The book complete makes 266 pages. For further par-
tieali * a Ivertlsement eiaeWnere,
TEACHKK»e
POCKET METRONOME
SIMPLE. OIIIEIIEIT, IEIT MS IIELPEISIIE.
in perfect order. Will be sold at greatly-reduced prim.
mmmm h. j. v
' Care of ETUDE OFFICE,
1104 Chestnut it.. Philadelphia. Pa.
ALOYS HENNES.
TBAISiATIB BY W. t. THOMPSON.
Price, 15 Cents.
A USEFUL PAMPHLET FOE EVERY TEAGHEB
THKO. PRE8SKB,
PHILADELPHIA, PA
Price, Mioksl-plated, 50 Cants, Met, Postpaid,
Giving the correct Metronomic Marks after the
Maeisei Standard, together with the
True Tempos ©f all the Dances.
IfGlWl fllfU yiiliil IIOjJQlIIIj| UUij Limited,
CHRONOMETERS,
CALENDAR MICHES, REPEATERS AND CHRONOGRAPHS,
'
ASTRONOMICAL CLOCKS, MUSICAL BOXES.
Dealer in Watches, Clock* and J«w©lry a
Repairing and adjusting a specialty. Orders by maii
promptly attended to.
16 South 13th Street,
PHIIiADELPHIA, PA
These instruments have been especially manufactured
for The Etude, and will be sent as a premium to any one
sending two subscribers.
President, Max Lecxhss, Secretary-Treasurer, H. 8. Fkxkins,
102 N. Alabama Street, 182 State Street,
Indianapolis, Ini. Chicago, III,
18764888.
Pride, 76 Cents, in Paper; *1.00 in Boards.
A work of the greatest importance to students of har-
mony and the piano-forte. There is no other work of
this kind in our language, and we are sure that it will
occupy a distinguished place in our system of musical
education. It takes the pupil over the whole ground of
harmony. All the roles are covered in exercises of the
most varied kind, to be played at the piano-forte. It is a
good preparation for the art of composition and Improvi-
sation, calculated to incite the student to musical pro-
duction. The work will help greatly to facilitate the
youag musician’s difficult task regarding the thorough
study of harmony.
" THE0. PRESSES,
Publishes,
1704 Chestnut Street.
TWELFTH AJTIWA1 MEETING,
AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
July 3» 4, 5 and 8, 1888.
SweatSt® Committee.
1
Prsgrsawn Committee.
Amy Tat, Chicago. Louis Maas, Boston. #—.•**
Bexar B. Romkt, Chicago. A. B. Famous, Xm York
Da. F. ZiEorKM), Chicago. Fb*»*sio W. Soot, CSfess,
Examining Oommitim of American OmtpeMam.
Calixa Linuii, Otto Swobs,
155 ifrensoot Street, Boston, Mass. Cincinnati, Ohio.
AL»IRT A. STANIBT,
14 Fallas Street, Providence, B. L
DACTYLION
I0E PIAWO STUDENTS.
A new invention of great practical value and real benefit to the Plano
Player.
lias t® teachers. A real help So students.
1\ JL YANTKI).—First-class music teesher would like to open a Schooi jV W Tor Music and Genius and French (other branches not ex-
' eluded) for four to five months during this coming summer, In
use summer rewrt or In private family. Mountain region preferred.
Beferences exchanged. Aodrem Miss U. SCHUMANN, Breen Omoa,
;
TSSiTSliis^^
. . . . ./> . . -
:
: I.'--/: • ..- : •'•. . • .:
. ..
'
... .
*
PIANOOp Beyond tie Icebergs,
A NEW OOMIO OPERA IN THREE ACTS,
WITH ORIGINAL WORDS AND MUSIC,
Complete Libretto can be fonushed on applicafien
By £enjamin Cross, Jr,
A systematic and clear explanation of the
Fundamental Principles of
PiJ!Pl©»F©lt¥E PLAYING.
This work forms a part of the course necessary
to receive a degree from the Amet'iean College of
Musicians,
IMse Instruments havebeen before the Public for near!
fifty years, sad upon their excellence alone
have attained an
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE,
Which establishes them, as
UNEQUALED
• Stiff Bfit® Miy Wertatel fbr I 7mm.
W»w KHABE & 60.,
104 & 106 W. 8tn«t, BALTIMORE.
1704 Chestnut Street
1C ll K F it HF^ llEipaf 1
+ SPENGLER’S +
System .of
1
"echnlc,
no other work In which s musical gtudeni can. leans so
harmony in fifty page? of text and example® for ®x©r-
oifos, New York
.
is based on the ideas of Bg. Huoo Eiimank, sad lai m
iis lecture oa “ The Nature of Harmony.”
peruga! (of this) will enable students to see clearly the
-a speculation in mnsic.”-—2%» Nation,
n, “ The greatest firing musical theorist.”—TA« Nation.
COUNTERPOINT AND CANON
By E. E, AYBES. ' i.
Price. One Dollar, Post-paid.
It ig well known that many of our most valuable works on musical
theory are rendered almost useless to the average student, being posi-
tively incomprehensible by reason of the labored and careless style in
which they are written. Especially is this true of translations of Ger-
man text-books. These books may be characterized by their long and
involved sentences, ambiguities without number, and sometimes entire
periods that express nothing whatever. Especially is this true of onr
“Text-books on Counterpoint.” They arb written by profound musical
scholars, and yet written evidently long after they' had forgotten the
glow- and easy steps by which they themselves arrived at their conclu-
sions.
The author of this new work thoroughly believes In taking the timid
student of the musical art by the hand and leading him gently, by aaay
steps, to the heights of Parnassus.
It is with pleasure that we announce this new book on counterpoint,
written originally in the English language. It dearly marks out all
the student’s work for him, and assigns him his definite writing exer-
cises in each chapter. These tasks being indicated la their proper
place, the student may not be in doubt as to hi* work for s moment
Professional tad, /Iiii&teui.
\ JUST PUMXjISMJBD. ,
We offer In this System of Technic a work that is
calculated to arouse new interest, and enthusiasm, and
point oat the road to higher and nobler possibilities.
While the aim has been to set before the player
new and interesting .matter, yet the more important
facts are constantly kept in the foreground, to .wit;
—
to develops the weaker fingers, and .to equalise the
touch, to create an independence of execution, to ac-
custom fingers and hands alike to every possible posi-
tion in all major and minor keys, and to cultivate the
mind as well as the fingers.
This Metronome is absolutely com
very simple in construction and
can not get out of order.
By I. C. EILI-MOBE.
“Mr. Fillmore deserves the thanks of the musical people for . aving
written a very readable book, oa an interesting subject. * * * Show*
an intelligence rare among- English writers os sAefc topic#.”
—
Tk* Na-
tion, New York.
.
“ We most cordially recommend this little volume as befog thoroughly
interesting and moat useful to all who desire to study the acbjoci of
Which it treats.—The At&msaan, London, England.
Endorsed by all the leading pianists and teachers of America.
> We Present a F«» Communications out of Many Recafeed
;
“ As one reads it the wonder grows how so small a book could bo
made to contain so much good information.”—W. S. B. Mathsws,
“ It is worthy of very high commendation."—
B
e. W*. Masow, f
“ I can only express myself in the highest term® of praise concerning
it.”—Da. Louis Maas. . ' >
“I wish every one of my pupils to read and study this work.”—W*.
H. Smsswood.
“It is a mine of valuable information for the student, and should bo
in the hands of everyone interested in music.”—H. Claskkc* Eddy.
“ It is an extremely well-written and instructive work, and should.
In my judgment, bo in the hands of every earnest piano student."—
Dbdlsy Buck.
“ I consider it a very valuable work, and one that ought to be in the
library of every student of the piano.”—
M
m. Julia Kivi-KiNO.
“ The book is well adapted to teaching, sod I shall gladly intoxSaos
Itto my pupils.”—
E
mil Likblino.
“An excellent work.”—
A
my Fay.
“ Every piano pupil ought to read it.”—
B
iohabd jgjscxwss.
“Will prove a great aid to all earnest students.”—H. A. Clacks.
“The author is evidently master of his subject.”—
J
ohn 8. Dwmmtt.
PRICE, 1© Cta.
Some good advice for every one studying the pi;
WHAT SHALL WE PLAY
By CARL REINECKE.
# FRICK, m Ota.
Letters from a renowned musician and teacher to a lady.
NHTURE+OF+ HHRMONY.
By Db. HUQO RJEMANN.
(Second Edition.) PBICE, 8S C*»,
An exposition of some modern Maas of Harmony-.
ALLEGRANDO
Instruction aad Pleasure Combined.
k SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME.
Thk gamo consist* of cuds, on which the different note® and rswt#
are printed, one oa every card. After a number are distributed among
the players, the carts. are played in succession and added together m
they are played until the value of a whole note Ig reached, when It
counts one for the pewos who played the last cart and completed the
whole note. This gives a general idea only.' Full directions, with
rules for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests,
keys, Ac., accompany the game.
Those learning to play the Kano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru-
ment; those who ging; those who wish to read music faster; In fact, all
who are interested in mugic, need this charming game.
It teaches the value of notes and rests.
The names of the notes.
The various keys in which music is written. ->
The different kinds of time.
SilPractice in ikusieal fractions. ' -s
The easiest way to - i to-read mugic.
You team, while playing an interesting game.
it is readily learned, sven 'by* children,
T ne iterated Ju ga o i a s in most games.
A splendid game for evening parties.
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game. .
Parents can .teach their children the rudiments of music, even If not
ibi Stefans then eel? eg,
IfiWnstrnt: ?« old ut young, beginner* and advanced alike.
Those intending to study imnsIo will find it to their, advantage to play
this g*«ro r. while hnfa;n begimilm; lev.o.-'*'
Price, 60 Cents.
By a A. MAOOBOLE
Among the many topics treated In this little
«“On a good touch,” “Repose in playing,” “ J
playing,” etc., etc. Price, 10 cents.
INSTRUCTION BOOK
NATURAL ART OF SINGING.
A newly-devised Method for Teaching Singing Schools and Training
Choir*. M pages, for fl.5C per dozen , Sample mailed, on ;*®csipt of
fifteen cents, by the
JOHNSON PUBLISHING. CO.,
MIItTOM iWOMTMWMBSMmAm CO.), BA*
MUSIC TEACHER
BY E. M. SEFTON.
;
The book contains everything for keeping A<
A itniip. Tcnt\h<y;\} Bri’ex; D:TIy Ptvgmmmo,
for <saeh pupil
;
C&a!s Account, Bills, Receipts, et
THE OLIVES DITSOH & CO.
SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS
Faithful and Successful School Teachers use- the Best
Books, without regard to the interests of authors or pub-
lishers
;
and are great patrons of Diteon & Co.’s 'care-
fully made books, compiled by the best talent.
For lists and descriptions, please correspond.
Kindergarten Chimes, $1,25. Kate D, Wiggin, A
Manual and Song Book for Kindergartners.
Songs and Games for Little Ones, $2.00, Gertrude
Walker and Harriet S, Jenks. 138 of the sweetest
of sweet Songs.
Kindergarten Plays, Richter. 30 cts.
PRIMARY. The Youngest late Readers.
American School Music Readers. Book 1, 85 cts.
Gems for Little Singers, 30 cts. Emerson & Swayne.
INTERMEDIATE AND GRAMMAR.
United Voices, 50 cts., and Song Bella, 60 cts., both
by L. 0. Emerson, and the first just out.
THE HIGHER SCHOOLS.
Laudamus, $3.00. A Hymnal for Ladies’ Colleges.
By Profs. Kendrick and Ritter, of Vassal-.
Royal Singer, 80 cts. L. 0. Emerson. For Adult
Singing Classes and High Schools.
Song Greeting, 60 cts. L. 0. Emerson. Refined and
Beautiful Part Songs.
Specimen Capias of any of the above books smiled, past
free, for the prise hero gives.
Boston, Mass.
J. E. DITSOH &, CO., 1228 Chestnut St., Phila., PaC. H. DITSON & CO
-Hf.O.TDITSQNt&TCO.’STNEWtPOBLICATIONS.
What Choirs Need
ANTHEM BOOKS.
Emerson’s Anthems ©f Praise. $1,00
;
per doz
Perkins’ Anthem Harp. $1.26
;
per doz,
American Anthem B@®k. $1.25
;
per do*., $12.00.
Order with Bitson’g imprint.
Bressler’g Sacred Selections. $1.60
;
per doz., $13.50.
t&BS Be#, Henshaw. $1.00; per doz., $9.00.
Santoral. Palmer & Trowbridge. $1.00; per doz., $9.00.
Vox Landis. Ernst Leslie. $1.00; per doz., $9.00,
Bows’ Responses aai Sentences®
80 cts.; per doz., $7.20.
Perkins’ Easy Anthems. $1.00-; -per doz., $9.00.
And many others.
Please send for Lists and Descriptions.
, MUSICAL FEAST
Singing- Societies and Clubs feed
CHOBOS BOOKS, as
Emerson’s Cliorns Rook. $1.00.
Perkins’ Glee and Chorus Book. $1.00.
Apograph. Zerrahn. $1.00.
Concert Selections. Emerson. $1.00.
Also the Choruses of the Oratorios. (See Lists.)
Cantatas (Classic), as Mendelssohn’s -Christas, 40 cts.;
erwer’s ChriRheinb g stoforus, $1.00 ; Three Holy Chil-
dren, Stanford, $1.00; Fair Melmfina, Hofmann, 75
cts. ; Wreck of the Hesperus, Anderton, 85 cts.
;
Battle of the Huns, Zbilner, 80 cts.
Cantatas (Scenic), Joseph’s Bondage, Chadwick, $1.00
Ruth and Naomi. Damrosch, $1.00
;
Rebecca, Hodges
(easy), 66 cts.; Esther, Bradbury (easy), 50 cts.
Also more than a hundred Masses* containing the best
and sweetest of sacred musicii
is always before the readers of Ditson & Co. ? s advertise-
ments
;
and new works of great beauty are continually
in preparation by the best composers.
JEHOVAH’S PRAISE ($1.00, or fl.00 per doz.), by L.
0. Emerson, is a finely-arranged and well-filled Church
Mesi® and Singing School B«©k.
THE ROYAL SINGER (60 cts-, or $8.00 per doz.) is a
complete, practical and interesting Singing Class
Book. It is well fitted also for use is High Schools.
Advanced Piano Players have been much pleased with
Plans Classics ($1.00), which has sold largely. Other
Classical books are Song Classics ($1.00) and Young
People’s Classics for Flam© (1.00).
UNITED VOICES (60 cts., or $4.80 per doz.), by L. 0.
Emerson, a most attractive new Sell©#! Song Rooky
with a large collection of new songs.
CHILDREN’S DIADEM (80 cts., or $3.00 per doz.), by
Abbey & Monger, is a new collection of the sweetest
Sunday School Songs.
COLLEGE SDNGS (50 cts.) and WAS SONGS (60 cts).
Two of the most popular collections in existence for
social and for patriotic singing.
All 2001 MAILED FOR THE UTAH MSI.
T EC I* ETUDE
THE TECHNICON or PIANIST’S HAND GYMNASIUM.*
Recognized by leading musicians as the most scientific and perfect appliance ever brought before the musical world for preparing the hand to overcome all .technical
difficulties.,
,
It is not a dumb keyboard, but a scientific instrument, founded upon important physiological principles, and has the advantage of exercising details of the
hand’s mechanism which derive too little development by keyboard exercise to enable them to contribute their important functions in the production of the many qualities
of touch and general mastery of technique which is needed for advancement in piano playing. It gives relief from monotonous exercises at the piano, by the attainment
e£ '-physical results rapidly produced, and has received the approval of medical men as being founded on scientific principles, and reducing 'the physiological side of piano
plwing to a systematic and intelligible basis,
"
For a perfect technique, the muscles of the fingers, hands and arms must be entirely under the control of the will-power. At the piano, the attention is necessarily apt to
be draw® away from the muscular action to the musical effect produced, thereby only indirectly training the muscles. Gymnastic exercises, on the contrary, are more apt
to direct the whole attention to the mental efforts necessary to satisfactorily bring about the complicated nervous and muscular actions which are required fo^each controlled
movement of a finger or wrist. Many eminent pianists testify that one half-hour with the Technicon is equal to two hours of technical exercises at the piano.
VALUABLE TESTIMONY PBOM LEADING- PROFESSORS AMD EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS.
-
' Strongly Recommended for me in C®i*se*v»t»rles and Schools, «ut it Effect* a dr«at Savins w-n We#r and Tear of Pianos.
“I fully conear In the truthful isolations of the problems
which piano players will hare to thank job and your invention,
the Technicon for in s superlative degree, m ®ooa aw they are
able to know its v»lne. The result* gained by myself and pa-
ils fromorer two years’ experience with it are not only highly
pafcisiTactory
,
but X Und it* advantages constantly increasing.
WE. H. SHEBWOOD.
“The Technicon is calculated to revolatliosts© all hitherto
known modes of preparing the physical organization to obey
the player’s will. For some time past, a part of every les*on in
my magic root* - hsss consisted of “ Technicon Brill” and with
the happiest results, mental and muscular. It is, in reality, a
‘ thinking machine,’ so unerringly does it guide the student’s
thoughts into right channels.”
ALBERT B. PABSONS.
This Invention was highly commended by the late Asii
Liszt, in the presence of prominent pianists at his home, in
Weimar.
“ I regard the Technicon as very helpful to piano player*.”
WI. MASON.
“ All thinking pianists will Had the Technicon a wonderful
Kelp is preparing the hand to grasp easily all technical diffi-
culties.
S. B. MILLS.
K Fifteen minutes’ exercise with the Technicon will give re-
sults equal to at least an hour’s practice at the pia.no, and with
great economy of nerve.”
W. S. B. MATHEWS.
PRICES.—-In Black Walnut; $22.50.
St. Mast’* Academy, Notre Dame, Indiana.
“We have published the Technicon In this year’s prospectus
of the Academy, and recommend it to other communities be-
side our own, as we find it fully answers the purposes claimed
for it. Ton may place us la your list of endorsers of the Tech-
tuooa yrith onr entire satisfaction,'
SISTER M. ELIZABETH,
DUrecirets of Mmic Bep’l
Lomtto Abbxt, Toronto, Canada.
“We have adopted the Technicon in all oar academies, with
much profit..*
SISTER M. MARGARITA,
Dirxirm of Mime Dep't.
Miss Powraa’s ft Mbs. Bow’s School, Farmington, Conn.
“We have been using the Brotherhood Technicon at the
school for more than a year past, and it is now my intention to
adopt It permanently for all the piano students of my depart-
ment. Please, therefore, send ®s six more of your valuable in-
strument®. It is an indispensable aid to those who aspire to
overcome technical difficulties, as U product* rmdls which key-
board mtsrdm it meapabls of gimnf.”
BERNARD SOBKBLMAH,
Musical Director.
Smith Com.tor of Music, Northampton, Mass.
“ Please send me another Technicon, which will make a
dozen I have introduced into my practice rooms within two
months. I have bo hesitation in recommending a half-hour
with the Technicon as a full equivalent for two hours of the
most faithful practice of Unger exercises upon the piano for
development of every fundamental quality of touch.”
BENJ. C. BLODGETT,
In Mahogany, $27.0©, Discount to Teachers. Send for Circulars.
N. B.
—
Important Work for Pianists.—The mechanism of the hand and arm analyzed and explained by means of diagrams, with explanatory notes, showing whip!
muscles are brought into action for each particular movement, of the arm, wrist or fingers. Invaluable to teachers for showing pupils which muscles should be used, ant
which should be kept quiescent, for producing the movements involved at the keyboard. Price, 76 cents. To Teachers, 50 cents. Send stamps.
address J. BROTHERHOOD, No. 6 West Fourteenth Street, New York, N. Y-
Agents for- England, AUUENER & 00., 86 Hswgate St., London, E. 0. | Agents for Otemany, FRITZ SCHUBERTH, Hermann Sir,, 16, Hamburg
